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ABSTRACT 
Solid-state nanopores, nanopipettes, and other nano-channel type structures have been of 
significant interest due to potential applications in separation, energy storage, energy conversion, 
sensing, imaging and localized delivery of stimulus. At the nanoscale interfacial properties of the 
substrate have significant impacts on fundamental transport processes, and interesting 
phenomena are observed such as current rectification and frequency dependent responses such as 
pinched hysteresis loops and cross points in conductivity measurements. 
It well known that the role of cations and anions in the respective contributions to the 
overall conductivity will depend on the charge sign on the substrate of interest but directly 
observing the behavior of ions is not currently accessible by available techniques. The 
electroosmotic flow (EOF) which is convoluted with migration and diffusive transport is difficult 
to quantify in nano-apertures and approaches such as using dyes to measure flow rate occur in 
apertures on the micrometer scale. We use finite element modeling of a nanopore system, by 
solving the Poisson-Nernst Planck and Navier-Stokes governing equations to elucidate the 
mechanism of ion transport behaviors in the dynamic transport regime. The determination and 
differentiation of the role of different nanostructures in terms of shape, half cone angle and 
radius/dimension on the ion transport is hampered by difficulty of fine control of fabrication 
experimentally. Using finite element modeling we elucidate the role of individual structure, 
surface and solution parameters on the  ion transport behaviors of counter- and co-ions 
individually.  
This dissertation starts with an introduction on electrokinetic transport in the field of 
nanofluidics; chapter 2 quantifies the contribution of cations and anions to the ion redistribution 
process in nano-apertures; chapter 3 quantifies the EOF contribution to the ion transport in nano-
apertures; chapter 4 demonstrates the mechanisms behind the EOF transport signatures; chapter 5 
discusses ion redistribution and EOF in asymmetric concentration systems; and chapter 6 
conclusions and future perspectives of these discoveries. The structure and fluid flow have a 
significant effect on individual ion behavior in the dynamic transport regime and  in the case of 
flow there is a unique signature created by an electroosmotic flow which can be used to identify 
devices were flow is a significant component of the ion transport. Using this parameter such as 
selectivity and power generation can be optimized for applications such as energy extraction 
from a salinity gradient and water desalination. 
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 INTRODUCTION  
Nano-aperture is a general term for apertures where the characteristic dimension is on the scale 
of nanometers (nm). The terms nanopore, nanopipette and nanochannel are sometimes used 
interchangeably but there are differences in fabrication techniques and geometric variation which 
will affect the conductivity response and other transport related.1 Nanopipettes have been the 
focus of all the studies contained in this document. These devices are fabricated from glass 
capillaries using laser heating to melt the glass at the center of the capillary and applying a 
pulling force at the ends. Fabrication of nanopipettes by heating can generate much variability in 
geometry and at smaller sizes characterization can be difficult but recent approaches have 
demonstrated that combining conductivity measurements (current/potential), imaging techniques 
and finite element modelling surface charge density and geometric information can be obtained.2 
Because of the ease of fabrication (seconds ) and low cost materials such as glass, nanopipettes 
have attracted much interest for sensing3-8, imaging9-11  as nano-reactors12 and local delivery of 
stimuli for active controls.  Understanding the fundamental ion transport is important since all of 
these applications depend on or relate to the transport of charged species. 
 Scaling predictions for properties at the nanoscale 
Scaling arguments13 are a simple conceptual way to understand some of the unique 
effects that are present at the nanoscale. One of the fundamental scaling arguments is that when 
the length scale gets on the nm dimensions surface factors become more significant than volume 
factors. This property means that interfacial science is very important at the nanoscale and novel 
material properties may emerge which are distinct from that observed at the macro or greater 
length scales. For example in nano-apertures many of the important transport phenomena emerge 
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from the concentration polarization process where concentration at the small opening of a 
nanoscale device can be enhanced or depleted above the bulk concentration.  
The Reynolds number13 defined as the ratio between inertial and viscous forces and is 
given by : 
 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑢𝐿
𝜂
 
where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑢 is the average velocity of the flow 𝐿 is the characteristic length 
scale and 𝜂  is the viscosity. The Reynolds number will determine the type of flow being laminar 
or turbulent. . Because of the small length (10-9) scales  the Re << 1 at the nanoscale and  inertial 
forces are dominated by viscous forces leading to low flow systems. Reynolds number in 
capillary electrophoresis is much larger than those at the nanoscale because of the larger length 
scale (10-6-10-5 m) and fluid velocity.  This means that the flow behavior of devices in the nm 
dimension can be modeled with the assumption of laminar flow. One consequence of this is that 
the absence of the convective forces means that diffusive mixing more easily occurs in these 
systems. A related scaling term is the Peclet number13 which is the ratio of diffusion time to 
convection time is given by: 
 𝑃𝑒 =
𝑢𝐿
𝐷
 
 
 Where D is the diffusion coefficient. The Peclet number indicates the degree to which 
mass transport in a fluid is dominated by convective or diffusive transport. In laminar flow if the 
diffusive length scale is much larger than the device cross-section (which is typically a 
reasonable assumption at the nanoscale) diffusion becomes the dominant mode of mass 
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transport. In turbulent flow convection plays a greater role in mass transport.  Microfluidic 
devices have been developed based onthis important property. 
 Electrokinetics generated transport phenomena at the nanoscale 
. Transport in a nano-aperture is governed by as set of interrelated forces which interact in 
different way to generate various novel phenomena which are characteristic of mass transport at 
the nanoscale. In fluid based systems the basic building blocks of electrokinetic phenomena will 
be electrophoretic transport, movement in response to an electric field; diffusion, movement in 
response to a concentration gradient; and convective forces which originate from fluid 
movement.  The forces that are dominant in the ion transport will depend on the driving force 
present whether this is an electric field, concentration gradient or pressure.  
For a typical experiment with potential as the driving force the  nano-aperture will  be placed 
between two electrodes with solutions on either side. The potential drop is largest at the small 
opening of the nano-aperture and hence electric fields are highest at the small opening. The 
electrophoretic force is typically the dominant force when potential is the driving force. 
Derivative electrokinetic phenomena arise such as electroosmosis which originates from excess 
counter-ions (Near a charged surface. See diffuse double layer section) dragging the solvent and 
generating convective mass transport. Electroosmotic flow will be discussed in detail in the 
sections below.  
For pressure driven flow the dominant mode of mass transport will be convective as the fluid 
responds to the pressure gradient. A derivative force which arises from this is the streaming 
potential which   originates from the buildup of charges caused by a streaming current. If 
pressure driven flow occurs in a nano-aperture with a charged surface the excess counter-ions 
will contribute to a streaming current. That is, the excess charges near the surface results in a net 
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current. This current results in a charge build up across the nano-aperture creating the streaming 
potential. A current opposite to the streaming current is induced. When both current are equal the 
resulting potential across the membrane is the equilibrium value of the streaming potential.14  
When a concentration gradient15 is the driving force the main mode of transport is diffusion. 
Similar to the case where the electric field is the driving force the derivative electrokinetic 
phenomena which arises from this is dominated by the convective mode of transport. The 
Osmotic flow results from the movement of the solvent from high solute conditions to low solute 
conditions. A Donnan potential can also be established by the movement of ions down the 
concentration gradient through the charge selective nano-aperture. This potential develops 
because of the selective transport of counter-ions. Potential, Pressure and concentration gradients 
can be combined in various ways to generate new electrokinetic transport phenomena. Some of 
these will be discussed below. But first we will discuss an important concept which occurs on the 
surface of solids in solution: the diffuse double layer. 
 
1.2.1 Diffuse Double Layer 
Quartz nanopipettes used in the studies in this dissertation have a surface charge due to 
deprotonation of silanol groups on the glass surface. The Double layer is a universal 
phenomenon found at solid/solution interface of conductors and insulators with surface 
charges/potentials. Considering the importance of interfacial impacts on the transport behavior in 
nano-apertures the diffuse double layer is of fundamental importance to the field of nanoscale 
fluidics. Two models or approximations are used: the Debye-Huckel approximation and the 
Guoy-Chapman model.14 The Debye –Huckel approximation is valid for surface potentials less 
than ~25 mV at room temperature and the Guoy-Chapman model is valid for high surface 
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potentials. The Guoy-Chapman model is also a general form of the Debye-Huckel approximation 
as the two are the same in the limit of low surface potentials. The Debye-Huckel approximation 
is valid for some ion transport in nano-apertures under appropriate analysis. An interesting and 
widely employed  approximation is that the thickness of the double layer is independent of the 
SCD (below ~25 mV) and dependent on the concentration at the interface: 
𝜆 =
3.0 × 10−10
𝑧𝑖√𝑐𝑖
 
𝜆 is the debye length, 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of the ion and𝑐𝑖  is the concentration. This equation is only 
valid for a symmetric single valence counter-ion and co-ion electrolyte. In experiments using 
glass (SiO2), silanol groups located on the surface have a protonation/deprotonation equilibrium 
that is impacted by changes in the ionic strength so there are some non-idealities to 
consider.Electrolyte concentration or ionic strength can be used as a way to probe significance of 
surface impacts on the ion transport current without impacting other parameters such as pH so 
the Debye-Huckel approximation is a useful correlation for identifying new phenomena at the 
nanoscale. 
1.2.2 Ion current rectification 
Ion current rectification (ICR) is defined as different current magnitudes at potentials of 
equivalent magnitude at opposite polarity. That is, ICR is non-Ohmic behavior is observed in 
systems with nano-apertures. ICR is known to arise in nano-apertures because of a break in 
symmetry. This can occur because of asymmetric geometry and/or surface charge density. The 
main forces at play in the ICR are the diffusive and electrophoretic.16 Electroosmotic effects 
which can arise when potential as the driving force is ignored in theoretical studies which 
successfully simulate ICR qualitatively in nanopore systems.17,18 ICR arises in nano-apertures 
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which are charge selective and occurs as a result of concentration enhancement at high 
conductivity states and concentration depletion at low conductivity states, an overall effect 
known as concentration polarization.16,19-21 The role of ion redistribution during the 
concentration polarization process is of considerable interest. Studies have demonstrated the role 
of pressure22 and applied stimulus rate (scan rate)18,23 in affecting the extent of rectification. 
These results add support to the concentration polarization mechanism for ICR because ion 
redistribution would be sluggish in nature. Direct confirmation of the concentration polarization 
is also observed in precipitation of various divalent salts below Ksp in a nanopore.24-27 For this 
reason nano-apertures are of interest for nano-reactor in applications such as crystallization.28   
1.2.3 Electroosmotic Flow Rectification 
Electroosmotic flow rectification (EFR)29 arises in systems where the driving force is the 
electric potential. The EFR is in the opposite direction to the ICR. At low conductivity states 
(where the current magnitude is low) flow rates are higher than at high conductivity states 
(where the current magnitude is high). It is also the concentration polarization process which 
gives rise to the ICR which also generates EFR. At low conductivity states concentration is 
depleted making surface effects more prominent which enhance the EOF leading to high flow 
rates. At high conductivity states concentration is enhanced and this reduces EOF leading to 
lower flow rates. By applying an AC waveform net pumping occurs. An analyte will be pumped 
in one direction over a cycle.30 The advantage of using an AC waveform is that faradiac side 
reactions which are prevalent when a DC voltage is applied are significantly reduced.30 These 
side reactions can change the pH conditions of the system and are important to contain. . A 
nanofluidic pump is developed which is sensitive to Pb2+ concentration and does not pump above 
a threshold concentration.31 
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 EFR can also arise due to different solvent combinations.32 In this study KCl is used as 
an electrolyte at low concentrations with different water/DMSO mixtures at the outside of the 
small tip. EOF is used to move the higher or lower conductivity solution into the sensing zone. 
The EOF drags the solvent present in the anode compartment into the sensing zone and that 
determines the conductivity and rectification factor. 
1.2.4 Negative differential resistance 
Negative differential resistance (NDR)29 is defined as an increase in resistance as the 
potential increase. This is another variation of non-Ohmic behavior observed in nano-apertures. 
In conical nanopore studies NDR was initially associated with precipitation of weakly soluble 
salts which increased in frequency with potential.33 In recent years NDR has been associated 
with systems combining pressure and asymmetric solvent combinations34 or pressure and 
asymmetric concentration35. NDR arises from a combination of two driving forces (pressure and 
electric potential) and is distinct from ICR and EFR which can arise in systems with only the 
electric potential as a driving force. The mechanism for NDR in the asymmetric concentration 
system is that when a constant outward pressure is applied the higher concentration will be 
forced from base to tip of the nanopore. But if the potential is scanned the EOF will drive the 
lower concentration into the pore which increases the zeta potential of the surface leading to 
more EOF in a positive feedback. This phenomenon arises from the interplay of various 
electrokinetic processes.    
 The impact of the Debye Length in Nano-aperture ion transport 
One of the first studies to demonstrate ICR was in quartz nanopipettes.36 The study emphasized 
the role of the size of the nanopipette compared to the thickness of the Debye length.When the 
Debye length is comparable to the radius of the nano-aperture co-ions are excluded and 
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counterions dominate the ion transport.37 The degree of contribution from electrophoresis, 
diffusion and electroosmosis is also affected by the magnitude of the SCD with higher values 
increasing electroosmotic flow.37 The role of the double layer is primarily discussed in the 
context of water as solvent  .Studies in organic solvents using nanopipettes have demonstrated 
ion current rectification can occur but the rectification is opposite to water.38  Ion current 
rectification has been demonstrated in micrometer sized nano-apertures where the double layer is 
insignificant compared to the size of the device.39-41 Micropipets modified with polyelectrolyte 
show current rectification. The proposed mechanism is that the polyelectrolyte brushes increase 
charges in two layers consisting of the polyelectrolyte and an adjacent double layer which 
increases the total charges compared to a third bulk layer.39  Previous studies42 have shown that 
double layer overlap is not necessary to generate current rectification but these studies have 
typically been carried out in nm sized pores and current rectification can be observed at a limit of 
radius 10x the debye length.43  For nano-apertures with radii greater than 10x the debye length a 
gel layer on the surface could be responsible for ICR and direct evidence of the existence of a gel 
layer has been demonstrated.44 
 
 Applications of Electrokinetic transport 
 
1.4.1 The role of the double layer in resistive pulse sensing 
The double layer is an important parameter in Coulter counter type sensing because the effects of 
the double layer interacting with the analyte of interest also play an important role in the detected 
current. From a naïve point of view at particle passing through an opening should cause a 
decrease in current because the particle excludes some volume of electrolyte causing the 
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resistance at the opening to increase. This is known as the volume exclusion effect. But because 
particles in solution also have a double layer (zeta potential) this has an impact on the ion 
transport signal. White and co-workers observe bi-phasic pulse responses in the i/t response 
where a conductive pulse (spike above the baseline current) is followed by a resistive pulse 
(spike below baseline current) upon translocation of a charged polystyrene nanoparticle at high 
conductivity state.45 At low conductivity state a resistive pulse is observed. The bi-phasic 
response at high conductivity was attributed to interplay between ion-enrichment caused be the 
charged ion cloud surrounding the nanoparticle and the volume exclusion effect. Siwy and Co-
workers found that pulse height which is correlated to the size of the nanoparticle is depends on 
the effects of concentration polarization.46 Polystyrene nanoparticles with no charge (driven by 
electroosmotic flow) are found to have lower amplitude depending on whether it is translocating 
into or out of the nanopore. The presence of the nanoparticle at the opening reduces the effective 
size of the nanopore increasing the impact of surface charges present on the surface of the 
nanopore. At high conductivity states ion enrichment results in a decrease in amplitude while at 
low conductivity states an increase in amplitude is observed. Kim and Co-workers found that 
transport of gold nanoparticles in low ionic strength solutions results in conductive pulses upon 
translocation.47 Weatherall and Willmott observe bi-phasic pulse response using a elastomeric 
nanopore to detect charged polystyrene nanoparticles.48 The bi-phasic response is attributed to 
the competing effects of volume exclusion and concentration. The particle causes an increase in 
conductance on translocating through the pore at low conductivity state.  
1.4.2 Electrokinetics engineering for better resistive pulse sensing 
White and co-workers demonstrated that nanoparticle volume is proportional to the pulse 
height of the resulting resistive pulse for charged polystyrene particles.49 White and co-workers 
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also demonstrate single particle characterization through repeated measurement using pressure 
driven flow.50 The diffusivity of particles can be extracted from the observed diffusion dependent 
times as the particle translocates into and out of the pore. Diffusivity can be used to determine 
the size of the nanoparticle. Automation of the particle capture and release process allows for the 
differentiation of particles at sub nm and sub angstrom.51,52 Mega and co-workers vary the 
velocity of charged nanoparticles over a three order of magnitude range by adjusting pressure 
and potential.53 The velocity dependent pulse shapes for differently charged nanoparticles are 
determined. Kawai and co-workers use low aspect ratio micron sized pores to detect 
nanoparticles and show that pulse amplitude can also depend on the trajectory of translocation 
through the pore.54 In all these studies the impact of device surface charge is minimized and 
hence the impact of concentration polarization on the detection signal.   
 Finite Element Modelling: Space charge model (Poisson andNernst -Planck equation) 
The space charge model14 consists of three equations which are used to govern the mass 
transport in theoretical nano-aperture studies. (1) The Poisson equation which describes the 
electric field distribution from both the applied potential and the surface electric field. (2) The 
Nernst-Planck equation which describes the current or flux of the ions. Together these two 
equations are known widely as the PNP equations when coupled together. (3) The Navier-Stokes 
equation which describes fluid flow in the system. The complexity of the three equations means 
that when the equations are coupled it is very unlikely that analytical solutions will exist to the 
models of interest. Finite element modelling is a numerical approach which works by breaking 
the problem into discreet domains where the equations are solved. When all equations are 
combined these are known as the PNP-NS equations: 
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COMSOL Multiphysics (commercial software) was used for finite element modelling of the 
results from various nanochannels including the quartz nanopipettes.The Nernst-Planck equation 
(equation 1) is used to simulate the flux of the ions:  
 
  
𝑱𝒊 = −𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 −
𝑧𝑖 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑖 
𝑐𝑖 𝛻ɸ + 𝑐𝑖𝐮 
 
 
𝑱𝒊 is the flux of an individual ion; 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusivity of the ion; 𝑐𝑖 is the concentration of the 
ion; 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of the ion; 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant; 𝑅 is the gas constant; 𝑇 is the 
temperature; ɸ is the electric potential and 𝐮 is the fluid velocity. The first term represents flux 
from diffusion, the second from an applied potential or bias and the third convective flux from 
fluid flow. The Nernst-Planck equation and the Poisson equation (known as PNP when coupled) 
in equation 2 are contained in the ‘transport of diluted species’ and ‘electrostatics’ modules 
respectively. The Poisson equation calculates the electric fields and hence ion distribution:  
 
𝛻2 (𝜀0𝜀𝑟ɸ) = −𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖 
 𝜀0 and 𝜀𝑟 are the relative permittivity of free space and the solvent respectively. The Navier-
Stokes equation calculates the fluid flow and therefore the flux from convection in the third term 
in equation 1. N-S represents the conservation of momentum. The continuity equation given in 
equation 4 indicates that the solvent is incompressible and results in the modification of the 
Navier-Stokes equation. The continuity equation also respresents the conservation of mass. Both 
equations are contained in the ‘laminar flow’ module:  
𝐮𝛻𝐮 =
1
𝜌
 (−𝛻𝑝 + 𝜂𝛻2 𝐮 − (𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖)𝛻ɸ 
 
 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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𝛻 • 𝐮 = 0 
 
𝜌 is the density of the solvent and 𝑝 is the pressure. The first term in the Navier-Stokes equation 
represents the pressure component of the fluid flow, the second is the viscosity component of the 
solvent and the third is the force component and in this case is an electric force meaning the flow 
would be from electroosmotic flow.  
1.5.1 Boundary Conditions 
The assumptions13 when using the NS equation are that the fluid is an incompressible 
fluid meaning there are no density gradients which is consistent with the continuity equation; the 
fluid is isotropic which means that the properties of the fluid is the same in all directions; The 
fluid is Newtonian which means that the viscosity is independent of the applied sheer stress. The 
no slip condition along the wall is a continuum assumption that the velocity of the fluid near the 
wall is zero.  Boundary conditions for the Poisson and Nernst-Planck equations are presented 
below in figure 1. 
     
13 
 
Figure 1. Nanopipette simulation structure with boundary conditions in simulation. 
  
 Frequency dependent ion transport in nano-apertures 
The concentration polarization mechanism is the generally accepted view of how current 
rectification occurs. This mechanism demonstrates that nano-apertures could be applied to water 
desalination, energy conversion or as a sample concentrator. Zhang and coworkers demonstrated 
that the rectification ratio (currents at potentials of equivalent magnitude are divided) is 
dependent on the scan rate and the intial potential at high scan rates.23 Momotenko and Girault 
demonstrated using PNP finite element simulations that the rectification ratio is scan rate 
dependent.18 The fact that the rectification ratio is scan rate dependent suggests that current 
rectification arises from a mechanism that is consistent with the ‘sluggish’ redistribution of ions. 
These also suggest that if the rate of the stimulus input is on the timescale of the ion 
redistribution process experimental observation of this process would be possible. This is defined 
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as the transient regime which is distinct from the steady state regime where the timescale is much 
longer than the ion redistribution process. Our group demonstrated muti-time constant processes 
in the impedance spectroscopy measurements correlated with the surface charge.55 Conductivity 
measurements in the transient regime showing rectification also had pinched hysteresis loops 
separated by a cross point.56 This cross point demonstrated a correlation at different 
concentrations which was consistent with the Guoy-Chapman model. From that it was concluded 
that the cross point was representative of the surface potential component in the transport 
direction. The pinched hysteresis loops represent the total charge transferred over a cross point to 
cross point cycle known as the hysteresis charge. The loops also arise because of memory effects 
related to the sluggish nature of the ion transport.57 These two observations suggested that the 
cross point could be used as a characteristic parameter for conical nanopores and related 
asymmetric devices which are known for significant variability of surface charge. It also 
suggested that the cross point is the transition point between high and low conductivity states and 
not 0 V. The hysteresis charges are important from the point of separation and desalination since 
the composition of that charge could be tailored to goals of these applications. A subsequent 
study has demonstrated the role of various parameters such as radius, concentration and SCD on 
the cross point.58 The hysteresis charges have also been studied and the role of pH (SCD) and 
concentration has been investigated.59 Subsequent studies have also established the potential and 
current of the cross point as a better circuit characterization than the open circuit potential and 
short circuit current.60 The role of the history dependent power in the transient regime is also 
established.60 The deconvolution of the current between surface components and membrane 
charging components have also been demonstrated.61   
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 Nanostructures as models for optimizing desalination and energy extraction from 
salinity gradients 
As stated, various electrokinetic processes distinct from bulk behavior  take place in 
nano-apertures when an applied pressure, potential or concentration gradient is present. These 
emerging phenomena mean that materials and devices with nanoscale pore structures are 
interesting from the point of view in applications involving selective transport such as separation 
and energy conversion. When a potential is applied electrical energy in converted into 
mechanical energy through the electroosmotic flow. When pressure is applied a streaming 
potential results so mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy. And when concentration 
gradient is applied this can converted into either electrical or mechanical energy through 
diffusion or osmotic flow. The efficiency of these various energy conversion pathways has been 
investigated in short channels where concentration polarization edge effects play a significant 
role.62  Osmotic energy conversion from a concentration gradient to electrical energy has been 
demonstrated in anion selective membrane and the power conversion efficiency is shown to 
depend on membrane thickness.63 The charge selective nature of nano-apertures also means that 
desalination is an attractive application for these devices. Analogous to net pumping using an AC 
input potential in EFR64 ions can be selectively pumped in one direction using ICR.65 Through 
simulation  adaptable surface charge polarity conical nanopores are used to pump both cation and 
anion.65   
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 RESPECTIVE CATION AND ANION CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
POLARIZATION DYNAMICS OF THE ELECTRICAL DOUBLE LAYER INSIDE 
SINGLE NANOPORES  
The cation and anion contributions to the hysteresis charges which arise from the ion 
redistribution during concentration polarization in conical nanopores at  are quantitated. The 
cation dominates contributes significantly to the hysteresis charge at high conductivity. 
Unexpectedly  anion contributes significantly at very high scan rates at low conductivity. Finite 
element modeling of a charged conical nanopore is used to simulate the experimental results and 
to explain the underlying mechanisms.59  The dynamic cation and anion transport behaviors in 
the nanostructure are deconvoluted and are otherwise inaccessible in experiments. The link 
between the hysteresis charges and the transference number is established. 
 
 Introduction 
Transport throught nanoscale apertures  is important in applications ranging from single 
molecule detection 3,45,49,66-68, energy storage69-72 and imaging9,10.Due to the charge selective 
nature of nanoscale apertures with charged surfaces, these devices have also attracted 
significant interest in water desalination65,73 and energy conversion60,62,63,74-77. By applying a 
cyclical stimulus input onto the  charge selective nanoscale apertures, such as the potential, the 
net outcome can be selective or favorable transport of cation/anion65,73 or net fluid motion in 
one direction64. The electrical double layer in nano-apertures plays an important role as the ion 
distribution near the charged wall are the preconditions necessary to generate selective ion 
transport through. A well documented steady states phenomenon ion current 
rectification16,17,36,55,78,79 which is defined as different current magnitudes at equivalent 
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potential magnitudes. The efficacy of separation or desalination employing nanoscale apertures 
will depend on the time/frequency dependent transport behaviors of cations and anions but not 
much attention has been devoted to this due to the small nature of the devices involved and the 
difficulties in directly observing such phenomena. 
Ion current rectification is known to arise from the ion concentration polarization (ICP) process 
where concentration enhancement occurs at high conductivity states and depletion at low 
conductivity states. This process is time dependent and most of the literature has tended to 
focus on the steady state regime where the input stimulus is much slower than the ICP. Figure 
2 panel (A) demonstrates that the frequency dependent behavior of the ICP. Novel behaviors 
such as pinched hysteresis loops are observed at high (red) and low (blue) conductivity , which 
originate from ‘memory effects’, a and cross point which separate the conductivity states has 
been correlated to the surface electric field component in the ion transport direction56,58,61 
These hysteresis loops represent the charge/discharge process of the ICP with accumulation of 
charges at high conductivity and depletion of charges at low conductivity. Arrows indicate 
forward (backward) scan where the input moves in a positive (negative) direction towards or 
away from the cross point . The ICP process is quantified by using the hysteresis illustrated by 
the shaded areas in panel A and dividing by scan rate. The hysteresis charges are the net 
charges resulting from cycling between the two two end potentials across the cross point.  The 
experimental quantification of the concentration polarization process by using the hysteresis 
charge in conical glass nanopores has been demonstrated in our previous study.59 
Much of the literature has also tended to focus on the role of the cation (if surface of the 
substrate is negatively charged) or counter-ion since that is majority charge carrier in ion 
transport processes. By varying the frequency in simulated conductivity measurements we 
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demonstrate the unique role that cation and anion plays in ICP. It is found that at high  
conductivity states the hysteresis charge is dominated by cation  and approaches unity as the 
frequency is increased although anions are also enriched. The is counterintuitive as counter-
ions is the dominant charge carrier. The insights could also be used to demonstrate the position 
of the sensing zone at both high and low conductivity states. The effect of concentration and 
surface charge density distribution on the hysteresis charge are also demonstrated.       
 
 
Figure 2.Dynamics of ion concentration polarization  and the hysteresis charges from cation 
and anion.  (A) Simulated conductivity demonstrating the overall hysteresis charges at high 
(red shaded area),QH, and low (blue shaded area), QL,  conductivity states. Arrows indicate the 
direction of the applied potential with forward scan in the positive direction and backward scan 
in the negative direction. The cross point (CP) is the transition between high and low 
conductivity and is represented by the solid black line. (B) Concentration polarization in 
conical structures with negative surface charge at high and low conductivity states occur at 
potentials more positive or more negative of the CP respectively. The QH and QL can be 
separated into contribution from K+ (QK+
 )and Cl- (QCl−
 ) and is represented by the arrows 
(green for cation and magenta for anion).  
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 Simulation Method 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Simulation conical structure with varying surface charge density distribution. 
ER is the reference electrode, EW is the working electrode, LC is the length of the cone (10) μm, 
LR is the length of the reservoir (2 μm), r is the radius, θ is the half cone angle and σ is the 
surface charge density. The solution is depicted in blue. 
 
Simulation Details 
The ion transport in a nanopore was modelled using COMSOL multiphysics (version 4.3). The 
simulation structure is shown in scheme S1. A conical nanopore with a radius (r) of 20 nm, 
length (LC) 10 μm, length of reservior (LR) 2 μm and ER and EW have a length of 5 μm. 
Boundary conditions are defined using the modules: transport of diluted species (TDS) and 
electrostatics (ES). The two modules are governed by the Poisson and modified Nernst-Planck 
equations respectively.  
The modified Nernst Planck and Poisson (without convection) equations are the governing 
equations used to calculate the electric field distribution and currents in the system. 
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 𝐽𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 is the flux, diffusion coefficient, concentration and valence of the individual 
ion. 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant, 𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is the temperature, ɸ is the potential, 𝜀0 is 
the permittivity of vacuum and 𝜀𝑟 is the permittivity of the solvent. 
 
The boundary conditions are illustrated in the table below: 
Table 1. Boundary conditions for the Poisson located in the ES module and Nernst- Planck 
located in the TDS module. 
 
Free triangular element meshing is used ( mesh total 8x105) and the meshing near the glass 
surface has the smallest size ranging between 1-3 nm. Constant potential or time varying 
triangular waveform is used to obtain the conductivity measurements. For the triangular 
waveform the potential was sampled in 20 mV steps. Typically one or two scans are taken and 
either the first or second scan is used for analysis with minor variations in the results obtained 
from either.     
 
𝐽𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 −
𝑧𝑖 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 𝛻ɸ  (1) 
𝛻2 (𝜀0 𝜀𝑟ɸ) = −𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖 
 (2)  
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 Calculating the respective cation and anion hysteresis charges  
 
Figure 4. Simulated conductivity measurements and calculation of hysteresis charge from current 
difference plots with a 20 nm nanopore. Red arrows indicate forward scan and blue arrows 
backward.(A) representative current voltage responses  for total current (itotal) (magenta), 
potassium ion current (iK
+) (green) and chloride ion current (iCl
-) (magenta) . Dashed line for 
each curve indicates  zero current. Note the direction of transport is opposite for cation and 
anion.(B)  calculation of the total and cationic/ anodic residual charges in high conductivity (QH) 
and low conductivity (QL). The current difference (Δi) is obtained by the formula ib-if . Positive 
Δi indicates enrichment and negative depletion.   QH and QL are obtained from the area under the 
curve divided by scan rate (v). 
 
 
Figure 4  panel (A) illustrates the  simulated conductivity response for a conical nanopore with a 
negatively charged surface that replicates experimental features.  The total current (itotal) through 
the nanopore is composed of the current carried by the individual ions K+ and Cl- in the 
simulated model. The conductivity measurements for itotal, iK
+ and iCl
-all show a rectified 
response.  From the itotal conductivity measurement hysteresis loops are observed which are 
separated by a unique non-zero cross point.56 This cross point represents the surface electric field 
component in the ion transport direction. It also represents the boundary between concentration 
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enhancement at high conductivity states and concentration depeletion at low conductivity states. 
Interestingly iK
+ and iCl
- have cross points which are different from that obtained for itotal. The 
current in the backward scan (as defined in figure 2) is always higher than the current in the 
forward scan scan. At high conductivity states this manifests as ‘negative capacitance’, which 
means charges are accumulated, and at low conductivity ‘normal capacitance’ , which means 
charges are depleted. The ICP process is time dependent due to the sluggish nature of the ion 
response on application of an electric field. The hysteresis loops represent the charge/discharge 
process for this ion redistribution process56. In panel B current difference plots, where Δi= ib-if 
,are derived from the simulated conductivity in panel A. Δitotal, ΔiK+ and ΔiCl represent current 
difference for total, K+ and Cl_ current respectively.  The ICP process can be quantified from the  
hysteresis charge (QH and QL)  as illustrated in equations 3 and 4 below: 
QH = ∫
∆itotal+  dV
𝑣
Vend V
Vcp
= ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
+ ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
Vcp
Cl−
Vcp
Vend V
Vcp
+ ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
Vend V
Vcp
Cl−
    (3) 
 
QL = ∫
∆itotal+  dV
𝑣
−Vend V
Vcp
= ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
+ ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
Vcp
K+
Vcp
−Vend V
Vcp
+ ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
−Vend V
Vcp
K+
    (4) 
 
Vend V, Vcp, Vcp
K+and Vcp
Cl−are the end potential, overall cross point, cross point for K+ and cross 
point for Cl-  respectively. Note Vcp
K+  and Vcp
Cl− are on opposite sides of the cross point (left and 
right respectively). Positive values in the Δi plot correspond to the accumulated charges from 
concentration enhancement in the nanopore and negative values the depleted charges from 
concentration depletion. When Δi=0 this represents the cross points Vcp, Vcp
K+and Vcp
Cl−. From 
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figure 4 panel (B) it is clear that Vcp
K+and Vcp
Cl− are shifted more negative and positive compared to 
Vcp respectively. The K
+ ions are accumulated in the nanopore over a potential range greater than 
the cross point. FromVcp
Cl−  to Vend V the Cl
- accumulates charges in the nanopore. This represents 
the third term in equation 3 and represents the total contribution of Cl- at high conductivity. The 
Cl- also is expelled fromVcp to  Vcp
Cl− represented by the second term in equation 3. This partially 
‘offsets’ the first term in equation 3 which quantifies the K+ response at high conductivity from 
Vcp to Vend V , i.e. t the total contribution of K
+ to QH. The ion contribution at high conductivity 
is given by: 
QH
K+ = ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
+ ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
Vcp
Cl−
Vcp
Vend V
Vcp
     (5) 
 
QH
Cl− = ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
Vend V
Vcp
Cl−
                               (6) 
In panel B the  Δitotal at low conductivity indicates that ions are increasingly depleted overtime in 
the nanopore at low conductivity states. The low conductivity hysteresis charge can be calculated 
using equation 4. In contrast to high conductivity where the Cl- was accumulated or depleted 
depending on the potential range, at low conductivity the Cl- is depleted  because Vcp
Cl− is more 
positive than Vcp . K
+ also demonstrates a change in behavior at low conductivity with 
accumulation from Vcp
K+  to Vcp and depletion from Vcp
K+  to the end potential. The contributions of 
cation and anion at low conductivity are given by equations 6 and 7:   
QL
K+ = ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
−Vend V
Vcp
K+                             (6) 
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QL
Cl− = ∫
∆iCl−  dV
𝑣
+ ∫
∆iK+  dV
𝑣
Vcp
K+
Vcp
−Vend V
Vcp
  (7) 
 
The simulated conductivity measurements for K+ and Cl- reveal dynamics that are different from 
the overall response. Both cation and anion have cross points which are different from the overall 
response. At high conductivity the cation is accumulated in the nanopore and the anion 
accumulates or depletes depending on the potential range. At low conductivity it is anion that is 
depleted and cation accumulates or depletes depending on the potential range. The conductivity 
state dependent behavior of the cations will be discussed in section 2.5.  Using this analysis the 
contribution of both cation and anion can be separated and the frequency dependent behavior of 
the ICP for individual ions can be investigated. 
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 Spatial profiles of transport dynamics of cation and anion in the nanopore 
 
Figure 5. Current and current difference profiles at HC and LC.  (A) steady state (SS) current 
profiles at HC (red)for itotal (squares), iK
+ (open circles) and iCl
- (open triangles). (B) steady state 
(SS) current profiles at LC (blue) for itotal (solid squares), iK
+ (open circles) and iCl
- (open 
triangles). (C) and (D) current profiles for the time dependent response at HC and LC 
respectively. Forward scan are the solid and red lines and Backward scan are the dashed and blue 
lines. For SS and time dependent response HC and LC potential ~0.65 and ~-0.25 V respectively. 
0 μm is the small opening and 10 μm the base of the nanopore. The radius of the nanopore was 
20 nm. 
The total mass or flux is conserved but the transport in the nanopore reveals the dynamics of the 
ion transport. To better understand the individual ion dynamics demonstrated in figure 4, figure 5 
illustrates current profiles at different z cutlines in the simulation structure.  As can be seen in 
panels (A) and (B) at SS the itotal is constant due to the conservation of mass.  iK
+ and iCl
- profiles 
demonstrate that the cation is the majority charge carrier at HC and at LC the response is almost 
totally dominated by cation as previously reported in the literature . This is consistent with the 
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concentrations of cations and anions being enhanced at high conductivity and depleted at low 
conductivity i.e. concentration polarization as reported by our studies and the literature. The 
responses at SS represent the equilibrium current distributions for very slow scan rates or 
constant potential measurements. As seen in figure 4 the i/V response has hysteresis loops 
because the varying stimulus input is on the timescale of the ion redistribution process. The 
current and current differences at a potential demonstrate the ion redistribution process in 
different sections of the nanopore. Panels (C) and (D) demonstrate the time dependent behavior 
for itotal, iK
+  and iCl
-  at HC and LC respectively. Interestingly iK
+ and iCl
- vary along the length of 
the nanopore.  At HC similar to SS both forward and backward scans demonstrate that cation is 
the dominant charge carrier. The contribution of cation and anion varies  at different locations of 
the conical nanopore with selectivity of the cation decreasing towards the base of the pore. At 
LC the forward response is similar to that for the steady state in Panel B with the ion transport 
dominated by K+. The backward response is significantly different with the K+ the dominant 
charge carrier until ~4 μm into the nanopore Cl- becomes the majority charge carrier. These 
results  reveal the dynamic ion redistribution mechanisms that affect the concentration 
polarization process at HC and LC which are inaccessible in real experiments.  
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Figure 6. Current profiles at HC between the opening (0 μm) and 2.5 μm into the nanopore for  
forward (red and solid) and backward (blue and solid).. Potential use for analysis was ~0.66 V. 
The radius of the nanopore was 20 nm. 
 
The currents calculated between the opening (0 μm) and ~ 1 μm show significant noise for the 
total current  as illustrated in figure 6. Because of current conservation all currents should sum to 
the total current at the electrodes.By using a finer mesh near the charged surface the variability in 
the current can be reduced or eliminated but at the cost of a much longer simulation time.  
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Figure 7. (A) and (B) current difference profiles at HC and LC respectively for potassium ion 
(green and dashed line), chloride ion (magenta and dashed line) and total current (black and solid 
line).  HC potential ~0.65 V and LC ~0.25 V. Data from a 20 nm nanopore. 
The current difference profiles for HC and LC are shown in figure 7 panels (A) and (B) 
respectively. The Δi profiles show the concentration polarization process for the individual ions 
and demonstrate the origins of the resulting ion distribution in the hysteresis charge. By looking 
at the Δitotal profiles we obtain a ‘snapshot’ of the concentration polarization process. At HC a 
positive (negative) Δi for cation and anion indicates that charges are accumulated (depleted) 
which is a result of the concentration polarization process. At HC along the pore ΔiK+ is higher 
than ΔiCl- at all points along the nanopore. This is consistent with the high contribution of K+ to 
the hysteresis charge (figure 3 panel E). At LC up to ~3 μm into the nanopore ΔiK+ is higher than 
ΔiCl- . Above 3 μm into the nanopore the ΔiK+ decreases and ΔiCl- increases. This is reflected in 
the more equal contributions of K+ and Cl-  relative to that observed at HC. These results 
demonstrate the importance of the time dependent response on the ion distribution of the 
hysteresis charge. The distribution of the current difference could be important for designing 
devices for detecting and analyzing single entity sensing.    .  
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 Kinetics of cation and anion hysteresis charge 
 
    
Figure 8. Simulated conductivity and hysteresis charge at different scan rates for total ion and 
individual ions. (A),( B) and (C) scan rates at 100 V/s (red), 500 V/s (green) and 1000 V/s (blue) 
for itotal, iK
+ and iCl
- respectively. 50 V/s (black) in panel A (D) Scan rate dependence of 𝑉𝑐𝑝 
(black), 𝑉𝑐𝑝
𝐾+(magenta) and 𝑉𝑐𝑝
𝐶𝑙−  (green).  (E) Hysteresis charge at different scan rates for QH 
(red) and QL (blue).(F) and (G)QH and QL (black) with the contributions of K
+  (green) and Cl-  
(magenta) to the total hysteresis charge. Concentration is 1 mM KCl. Data from a 20 nm 
nanopore. 
 
 
The scan rates in simulations are three orders of magnitude larger than those in experiments. 
This is probably due to the treatment of ions as point charges in the FEM modeling. The 
discrepancy is only with the san rate and parameters such as hysteresis gap size and currents 
have been successfully modeled.61,79 The dynamic cation and anion transport behavior would 
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be expected to be affected by the rate of the stimulus input.Figure 8 panels (A), (B) and (C) 
illustrates conductivity measurements at different scan rates for itotal, iK
+  and iCl
- respectively . 
Increasing scan rate increases the gap for both high and low conductivity for the total ion 
response. This does not mean the hysteresis charges increase at higher scan rate since the area 
is normalized by scan rate. For potassium in panel B as scan rate increases the response shifts 
from negative capacitance at HC and normal capacitance at LCs to that an open loop 
demonstrating negative capacitance. This means at higher scan rate potassium charges are 
accumulated over the entire measurement window in contrast to lower scan rate where 
depletion occurs at low conductivity. For chloride ion the normal capacitive response 
dominates at higher scan rates but a small negative loop is still observed at 1000 V/s. This 
means chloride ion is depleted over the measurement potential range as the frequency 
increases. Panel (D) shows the Vcp (black), Vcp
K+(magenta) and Vcp
Cl− (green). As scan rate 
increases  Vcp  remains constant while Vcp
K+  shifts to the right andVcp
K+  shifts to right. This cross 
point behavior for the individual ions is probably linked to the concentration polarization 
process. Scan rate as different impacts depending on the conductivity state. At high 
conductivity current decreases as scan rate increases indicating that concentration enhancement 
is minimized with scan rate. The opposite is true at low conductivity were current increases 
with scan rate indicating slower concentration depletion with scan rate. Hence chloride needs a 
higher cross point potential for a hysteresis charge linked to concentration enhancement 
(positive) and potassium is enhanced over the entire potential range. Panels (F) and (G) 
illustrate the QH and QL at high and low conductivity respectively plotted at different scan rates 
with the contribution of cation and anion to the total charge. As the scan rate is increased at 
high (low) conductivity the contribution of the cation (anion) to the hysteresis charge 
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approaches unity. Interestingly at low conductivity contribution of the cation peaks at around 
50 V/s before falling off significantly as scan rate is increased. The contribution of chloride 
remains constant over the scan rate range indicating that it is a decrease in potassium 
contribution that results in the anion contribution approaching unity at higher scan rates. These 
results are consistent with the simulated conductivity measurements which demonstrate that a 
cation hysteresis charge accumulates at higher scan rates and anion depletes 
 
Figure 9. Fitting for QH and QL with an in series capacitor and resistor model for 
simulated hysteresis charge. (A) HC and (B) LC. Red lines indicate the fitting. Data from a 20 
nm radius nanopore. 
 
QH and QL fit the response from an in series capacitor and resistor model
59 as shown in figure 9 
panels (A) and (B) respectively. This is qualitatively similar to our reported experimental 
study.59  The charges and the time constant are lower in the simulation because of the scan rate 
discrepancy between experiment and simulation. 
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Figure 10. Δi plots and flux difference profiles at 1000 V/s. (A) Current difference plot 
for hysteresis charge calculation for total ion (black), potassium (green) and chloride (magenta). 
(B) and (C) The current difference along the z axis at HC and LC respectively. ~0.65 V and LC 
~0.25 V. Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
 
Distribution of individual ion contributions to the current/flux difference  at both high and low 
conductivity states at 1000 V/s are analyzed in figure 10. The dominant negative capacitance at 
higher scan rate for cation and normal capacitance at higher scan rate for anion results in the 
absence of individual cross points in the ΔiK+ and ΔiCl- plots as seen in figure 10 panel (A).Panels 
(B) and (C) illustrate ΔiK+ and ΔiCl- profiles and the contribution to Δitotal  selected from the 
potential at which the Δitotal peaks at high conductivity and the trough at low conductivity. As 
scan rate increases, as previously described, the cation dominates the hysteresis charge 
contribution at high conductivity and anion at low conductivity. The ΔiK+ and ΔiCl profile in 
panel (B) demonstrates that at ~2 μm the ΔiK+ approaches the maximum Δitotal. Similarly at ~ 3.5 
μm  ΔiCl exceeds the Δitotal. These values are consistent in trend with the cation and anion 
hysteresis charge contributions at HC and LC at higher scan rates. 
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 Ionic strength effects effect on hysteresis charge composition 
 
Figure 11. Simulated conductivity and hysteresis charge for different concentrations.(A) 
Conductivity measurements for10 mM (red), 1 mM (green) and 0.5 mM (blue). (B)  Hysteresis 
charge at different concentrations for high and low conductivity states (QH or QL in black) with 
the contribution from K+ (green) and Cl- . Scan rate 100 V/s. Relative hysteresis (QH/QL) and 
retification ratio vs time in a cross point cycle.  Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
  
Figure 11 illustrates conductivity responses and hysteresis charge at different concentrations.  
Simulated conductivity in panel (A) show ion current rectification at different concentrations. 
Panel B illustrates charge analysis for the different concentrations at high and low conductivity 
states. At high conductivity the total ion charge increases more as concentration increases in 
contrast to low conductivity where over the concentration range the total charge increases less. 
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The simulated results are consistent with our previous experimental report59 which demonstrated 
a similar threshold behavior at low conductivity for changes in the ionic strength. The residual 
charges at low conductivity are also indicative of the surface charge on the surface of the 
nanopore. It is known that as the ionic strength increases this increases the SCD by affecting the 
silanol groups protonation/deprotonation equilibrium on the glass surface.80 In the simulated 
measurements the SCD is constant and is not affected by the change in concentration. Therefore 
it would be expected that the charge at low conductivity should approach a threshold at lower 
concentration for the simulated response. The behaviors of cation and anion also show 
differences depending on the conductivity state and change in concentration. At high 
conductivity cation is the dominant contributor to the residual charge at all concentrations. 
Changing concentration does not seem to affect this observation. At low conductivity the total 
ion response is not affected significantly by the change in concentration.. Panel (C) illustrates the 
rectification ratio along with the relative hysteresis charge versus the time in a cross point cycle 
(tD). This correlation is consistent with our previous report on the hysteresis charges in an 
experiments.59  
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 SCD distribution effect on the ion composition of hysteresis charges  
 
Figure 12. Illustrates conductivity measurements at different τ values. 0.1 μm (orange), 
0.5 μm (magenta), 1 μm (blue) and 1.5 μm (green). (A) Simulated structure with different τ 
values. The red area demonstrates the SCD on the surface of the glass. (A) Total ion conductivity 
measurement and (B) potassium ion. (C) Chloride ion. Scan rates 100 V/s in 1 mM KCl. Note 
the current scale in (D) is half that in the other panels. Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
The high electric fields within the sensing zone will affect the deprotonation of silanol 
leading to a SCD gradient.79 Figure 12 illustrates the SCD distribution (τ) effect on the 
conductivity.  τ is varied from 0.1 to 1.5 μm which are typical values in real experiments.79 Total 
, potassium ion and chloride ion conductivity measurements are illustrated in panels (B), (C) and 
(D) respectively. The conductivity measurements are used to investigate the effect of τ on the 
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hysteresis charges at HC and LC.  
 
 
 
  Figure 13. Simulated hysteresis charge for HC and LC at different SCD distribution (τ).  (A)QH 
(red) and QL (blue) versus τ.(B) and (C) show QH and QL respectively with K+ (green) and Cl- 
(magenta)lcontribution to the hysteresis charge. Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
From the corresponding conductivity measurements are illustrated in figure 12, figure 13 
illustrates simulated charge analysis at different τ values for itotal, iK+ and iCl-.. The τ is length over 
which deprotonated silanol groups affect the conductivity response in the nanopore structure. 
This process is driven by the high electric field generated in the conical nanopore.79 The inherent 
heterogeneity of the surface charge density of devices made from glass means that different 
devices will vary in the distribution length generated from the applied field even for the same 
geometry. By systematically varying τ the range of experimental outcomes can be predicted or 
fitted retrospectively. As illustrated in panel A, a comparison of the impact of τ at high and low 
conductivity states indicates that the low conductivity state is affected more by adjusting this 
parameter than the high conductivity state. This observation is consistent  our previous study 
which demonstrated that τ affects the current at low conductivity while the maximal surface 
charge determines the response at high conductivity.79 Panels (B) and (C) illustrate charge 
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analysis at high and low conductivity for the individual K+ and Cl- ion response compared to the 
total ion charge, information inaccessible in experiments. The effect of τ on the individual ion 
response is demonstrated. For K+ at high conductivity at different τ the potassium residual charge 
is the dominant contribution while Cl- makes a minor contribution. In contrast to high 
conductivity the charge contribution for each ion is relatively equal and Cl- has a higher 
contribution at some τ. 
 Effect of ion transport dynamics on the transference number 
 
 
Figure 14. Simulated conductivity measurements for potassium ion (red) and chloride ion 
(green). Scan rate 100 V/s. Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
The hysteresis charges can be thought of as the net accumulated or depleted charges 
resulting from the cycling of the potential over a cycle from cross point to cross point. i.e. 
differences between forward and backward scans within the potential range. For each scan 
segment the intergrated area under the curve are the total charges transported through the device. 
Therefore the level of the current must be related to the proportions of the hysteresis that cation 
and anion contribute to. Figure 14 illustrates the potassium and chloride ion currents overlaid. It 
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is clear that potassium dominates the transport in the negatively charged conical structure. The 
contribution of chloride  is smaller but significant especially at HC. At LC chloride transport is 
much less but contributes significantly to the hysteresis (for example figure 13 C). The 
interesting point in the simulations has been that at certain potential ranges the concentration of 
both cation and anion can be enhanced above bulk (HC) and at other potential ranges the cation 
dominates the charge transport. High conductivity because of the higher currents may be suitable 
for energy delivery applications (though the tradeoff is lower selectivity) and low conductivity 
because of the higher selectivity may be more suitable for separation (though the lower power is 
the tradeoff).    
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Simulated cation transference number at HC (red) and LC (blue). Arrows indicate the 
direction of the applied potential. Data from a 20 nm radius nanopore. 
 
The transference number is the fraction of the current carried by an ion.Figure 15 illustrates the 
transference number for the cation at HC and LC values. At high conductivity state (V>~0.25 V) 
cation is the dominant charge carrier and transference number is higher for the backward scan 
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compared to forward scan. At low conductivity state (V< ~-0.25 V) the cation transference 
number approaches unity and in contrast to the high conductivity state the transference number 
increases slightly for forward scan compared to backward scan. The transference number 
behavior is different from the residual charge behavior (for the scan rate of 100 V/s) in that at 
high conductivity states the transference number for cation shows a more equitable balance 
between cation and anion while for QH cation is >90% of the residual charge. This is the opposite 
for low conductivity where the transference number approaches unity for the cation while the 
residual charge has a more equitable balance between cation and anion. This behavior can be 
explained by the bi-modal processes that occur for both ions depending on the conductivity state 
and the concentration polarization. At high conductivity (for the scan rate 100 V/s in figure 15) 
the cation will be accumulated over the cycling range from cross point to cross point (forward 
and backward scan). At the same time concentration enhancement of both ions occurs so the 
surface charge is screened leading to lower selectivity (with respect to low conductivity) which 
explains the lower cation transference number at high conductivity. To explain the behavior of 
the scan segment (forward and backward) dependent behavior of the transference number and its 
connection to the hysteresis charge it is important to consider the interplay between 
concentration polarization and the transference number. As the potential increases concentration 
enhancement reduces the cation transference number because of the screening effect. When the 
potential switches at the end potential the concentration enhancement effect is higher for 
backward scan but the potential is also lower which may reduce transport of anion transport 
along with the rate of concentration enhancement. At low conductivity the cation accumulates 
and depletes while the anion depletes over the entire potential range. The lower concentration 
due to depletion at low conductivity leads to an enhancement of the cation transport because of 
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the lower screening effect and explains the higher transference number. At the turning point the 
cation transference number increases because the surface impact is significant and only cation 
transport is promoted under such conditions. The hysteresis charges for the anion can be 
significant at LC depending on the scan rate. The low screening of the SCD at LC will promote 
significant depletion of chloride ion. If the depletion limit has been reached lower potential could 
also promote cation transport in the direction of opposite to migration.   
 Conclusion 
The dynamics of concentration polarization for cation and anion are explored at HC and 
LC using the PNP model. The dynamic ion redistribution process is demonstrated by looking at 
the cation and anion spatial distribution of the current in the frequency dependent regime.  As the 
scan rate increases cation accumulates while chloride ion is depleted over the potential range. At 
lower scan rates both cation and anion demonstrate bi-modal behavior depending on the 
conductivity state. Cation accumulates at HC while chloride ion is accumulated and depleted 
depending on the potential range. At LC anion is depleted while cation accumulates and depletes 
depending on the potential range. This is demonstrated by the different positions of the ion 
specific cross points which are frequency dependent while the overall cross point is independent 
of frequency. The link between the transference number and the hysteresis charges is established. 
The dynamics of the conductivity state dependent ionic strength and the applied potential lead to 
differences in cation selectivity and directly contribute to the hysteresis charges ion composition. 
The results here could allow for tailoring the frequency dependent stimulus input to optimize 
separation in desalination. 
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 NATIVE ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW DETECTED AND QUANTIFIED IN 
NANOPIPETTES 
Flow in nano-apertures can be generated through an applied potential--electroosmotic 
flow (EOF), pressure, or concentration gradient--osmotic flow. These flow phenomena play 
important roles in detection45,46,48,49,81-83, net pumping of analyte30,31,64 and energy 
conversion.63,84 Electroosmotic flow is important in applications such as capillary electrophoresis 
where it is the basis for the separation of species based on ion charge and mobility. Ion current 
rectification (ICR), resulting from concentration enhancement and depletion, and electroosmotic 
flow rectification (EFR),resulting from asymmetric flow, are known to arise from the 
concentration polarization process resulting in different current values or flow rates at potentials 
of the same magnitude respectively.29 EFR has been demonstrated in nanopores with asymmetric 
solvent or solution combinations32,85 and in asymmetric pores64,86 or membranes30,31,87,88 in 
symmetric electrolyte conditions. Related phenomena such as negative differential resistance 
have been generated from the same underlying EOF mechanism.34,35 In simulation studies the 
role of EOF in the transport has ranged from negligible17,37, somewhat significant89 and more 
recently to significant under various salt, ionic strength, geometric and surface charge density 
conditions.90-93 White and coworkers22 have investigated the interaction between pressure driven 
flow and the CP process but to our knowledge no study has combined experiment and modelling 
to quantify the EOF contribution to the ion transport in real systems. We demonstrate that the 
native EOF (originating from the unique conditions specific to the nano-apeture such as surface 
charge density, geometry, ionic strength etc.) can be detected and quantified in systems were the 
only driving force is the applied potential. 
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At the nanoscale in charged asymmetric nanopores interesting phenomena such as pinched 
hysteresis loops and a cross point (CP) are observed when the input stimulus frequency is on the 
order of the ion redistribution time (transient regime) in the concentration polarization 
process.56,58,60,61 Not much is understood about the role that EOF plays in the transient regime. 
Figure 16 panel (A) illustrates typical conductivity responses in a nanopipette with and without 
EOF. The EOF dminishes the current at high conductivity states (HC) and enhances the current 
at low conductivity states (LC). Due to the charge selective nature of conical nano-apertures 
counter-ions dominate the ion transport at HC as shown in scheme 1 panel (B) when EOF is not 
a factor in the transport current. 
 
Figure 16. (A) Simulated  Conductivity response of a nanopore without (blue) and with 
(red) EOF. (B) and (C) show the ion transport mechanism with and without EOF respectively. 
Blue (red) arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the potassium ion (iK
+) and chloride 
ion (iCl
-) current; the nanopore has negative surface charges in solution; a potential is applied by 
the working electrode (WE/green) with respect to the reference electrode (RE /black) which is 
more positive than the cross point (CP) leading to high the conductivity state; and orange arrow 
indicates the direction of EOF. Data from a 100 nm radius nanopore in 5 mM KCl. 
 
. When EOF plays a role in the transport the counter-ion transport is enhanced and co-ion 
transport is suppressed. This leads to an overall decrease of the conductivity as the suppression 
of co-ions offsets the enhancement of counter-ion. The different impacts of EOF on counter-ion 
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and co-ion lead to unique signatures on the conductivity measurements which can be used to 
identify and quantify the presence of EOF in real experiments. We use finite element modelling 
to simulate the response of a nanopore under various electrolyte conditions and different radius. 
The impact of EOF on the ion transport in asymmetric quartz nanopipettes is demonstrated.  
 Experimental 
3.1.1 Methods 
Nanopipettes were fabricated using a laser puller (P-2000 Sutter) and quartz capillaries 
(O.D.: 1.0 mm, I.D.: 0.7 mm). For smaller nanopipettes pull parameters were: heat: 700, 
filament: 4, velocity: 60, del: 150, pull: 120. For larger nanopipettes a two line pull was used: 1. 
heat: 750, filament: 4,  velocity: 55, del:180, pull:80. 2. heat: 700, filament: 4, velocity: 60, del: 
150, pull:150 or 120. The nanopipette was loaded in the sequence: acetonitrile, water and KCl 
electrolyte with a centrifuge. A Gamry Reference 600 (Gamry Co.) was used for measuring the 
conductivity. The small opening was positioned between two silver/silver chloride wires and 
scan rate was 100 mV/s. The applied potential is respect to the electrode positioned on the base 
side. The first scan of conductivity measurements were discarded and later scans were compared 
for reproducibility. 
3.1.2 Finite Element Modelling 
COMSOL Multiphysics (version 4.3) was used for finite element modelling of the results 
from the quartz nanopipettes. The Nernst-Planck equation (equation 1) is used to simulate the 
flux of the ions:  
𝑱𝒊 = −𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 −
𝑧𝑖 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝛻ɸ + 𝑐𝑖𝐮                 (1) 
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𝑱𝒊 is the flux of an individual ion; 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusivity of the ion; 𝑐𝑖 is the concentration of 
the ion; 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of the ion; 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant; 𝑅 is the gas constant; 𝑇 is the 
temperature; ɸ is the electric potential and 𝐮 is the fluid velocity. The first term represents flux 
from diffusion, the second from an applied potential or bias and the third convective flux from 
fluid flow. The Nernst-Planck equation and the Poisson equation (known as PNP when coupled) 
in equation 2 are contained in the ‘transport of diluted species’ and ‘electrostatics’ modules 
respectively. The Poisson equation calculates the electric fields and hence ion distribution:  
 
𝛻2 (𝜀0𝜀𝑟ɸ) = −𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖      (2)     
𝜀0 and 𝜀𝑟 are the relative permittivity of free space and the solvent respectively. The 
Navier-Stokes equation calculates the fluid flow and therefore the flux from convection in the 
third term in equation 1. The continuity equation given in equation 4 indicates that the solvent is 
incompressible and results in the modification of the Navier-Stokes equation. Both equations are 
contained in the ‘laminar flow’ module:  
𝐮𝛻𝐮 =
1
𝜌
 (−𝛻𝑝 + 𝜂𝛻2 𝐮 − (𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖) 𝛻ɸ     (3) 
 
 
𝛻 • 𝐮 = 0                                                                  (4) 
 
𝜌 is the density of the solvent and 𝑝 is the pressure. The first term in the Navier-Stokes 
equation represents the pressure component of the fluid flow, the second is the viscosity 
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component of the solvent and the third is the force component and in this case is an electric force 
meaning the flow would be from electroosmotic flow.  
3.1.3 Boundary conditions 
 
 
Finite element simulations were carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics (v. 4.3) by 
coupling the Poisson and Nernst-Planck (PNP) and the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The 
simulation structure (see figure 1 in the introduction) is a conical nanopore with radius,rp, of 
either 20 nm or 100 nm; half cone angle 10⁰; CH= 10 μm; HJ= 2 μm; IJ= 5 μm; DE= 1 μm; and 
FG=1 μm  . The equations were coupled by using the three modules: ‘Transport Of Diluted 
Species (TDS)’; ‘Electrostatics’; and Laminar Flow. Boundary conditions are given in figure 2 in 
the introduction. The three segements DE, EF and FG represent the defined SCD. DE and FG 
use a gradient SCD79 with exponential decay given by:  
 
𝜎(𝑧) = 𝜎0𝑒
−𝑧
𝜏⁄ + 𝜎𝑏                            (5) 
𝜎(𝑟) = 𝜎0𝑒
−𝑟
𝜏⁄ + 𝜎𝑏                             (6) 
𝜎(𝑧 ) or 𝜎(𝑟) is the position dependent SCD, 𝜎0 is the maximal SCD (-70 mC/m
2) and 
𝜎𝑏is the decay value of -1 mC/m
2.  
Free triangular mesh was used.Finer mesh of between 1-3 nm was used on the charged 
surface and a larger mesh was used on the other areas to cut down on computing time. Total 
mesh elements consists of 2.2x105. A periodic saw tooth potential waveform was used and the 
current sampled every 20 mV. 
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 Quantifying flow suppression of differential conductance (Gdiff) 
 
 
Figure 17. Simulated conductivity and differential conductance (Gdiff) analysis (. (A) 
Conductivity measurement for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS (magenta) in 1 mM KCl . Dashed line 
indicate the position of the cross point (CP) which indicates the transition between high 
conductivity (HC) and low conductivity (LC); arrows indicate the direction of the applied 
potential with solid arrows defining forward and dashed arrows backward scans. (B) Differential 
conductance (Gdiff) analysis for forward scan in the PNP and PNP-NS model. k1 and k2 are the 
slopes before and after the crossing of  Gdiff (dashed line) for the PNP and PNP-NS model.  The 
radius was20 nm for the nanopore. 
 
Simulated conductivity measurements without (PNP) and with (PNP-NS) are shown in 
figure 17 panel (A). In our previous reports we have successful modelled the experimental 
conical nanopore response under various salinity and input stimulus rate (scan rate).56,58,59,61.In 
the transient regime, in contrast to steady state, frequency dependent  additional features are 
observed such as the cross point demarcated by the dashed line. The cross point is the average 
surface potential in the direction of ion transport. This cross point represents the transition 
between HC and LC. Non-overlapping forward and backward scans at HC and LC are illustrated 
by the arrows which indicate the direction of the applied potential. These hysteresis loops arise 
due to concentration polarization and represent the total charges transferred over the cycle 
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between forward and backward scan at HC or LC.59 At HC the current decreases for the PNP-NS 
model as the potential increases while at LC the current increases as the potential increases. The 
cross point potential is not affected by the addition of EOF because the surface electric field 
arises from the deprotonation of silanol groups and this process is not affected by EOF. We 
analyze the effect of flow on the forward scan at HC by using the potential dependent differential 
conductance (Gdiff) as shown in figure 17 panel (B). Where Gdiff=di/dV. The forward can at HC 
was chosen because both backward scan at HC and forward scan at LC are affected by the 
switching of the potential direction at the end potential . This is will be discussed below. At LC 
the effect of EOF is not as significant as HC when comparing the PNP and PNP-NS models as 
shown in S1.  As shown in panel B the PNP and PNP-NS models have a similar slope, defined as 
k1, up to the point where Gdiff overlaps which is demonstrated by the dashed line. By fitting that 
region a linear correlation is observed for different concentrations. k1 is found to be dependent on 
the concentration and increases with concentration (see below). k1 represents the potential region 
where flow effects are insignificant in both the PNP and PNP-NS models and is therefore 
suitable as a normalization point for estimating the EOF effect on the Gdiff.  k2 represents the 
slope after the point where Gdiff overlaps for both models and is calculated at each measurement 
step. Hence the second derivative is used to calculate k2  where k2 (V)= dGdiff/dV for potentials 
greater than the overlap point (see below for further discussion). For this analysis to be useful in 
real experiments k1 needs to be determined from the second derivative. It is found that k1 is 
similar in value the peak in the second derivative analysis for both PNP and PNP-NS models. 
Figure 18 panel C shows the EOF impact factor for both the PNP and PNP-NS model. The EOF 
impact factor (EF) can be defined as [k1-k2]/k1.When EF=0 behavior of the device is ohmic and 
indicates Gdiff is constant. When EF<0 indicates Gdiff is increasing and when EF>0 Gdiff is 
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decreasing. EF for PNP-NS is greater than PNP because the interaction of the EOF and the CP 
process results in the suppression of the overall Gdiff of the device. The PNP response can be 
interpreted as the ‘natural’ concentration polarization process. The shape of the resulting EF 
curve for PNP-NS indicates that there is a maximum at which Gdiff is suppressed. EF is 
analogous to the rectification factor as it demonstrates the degree to which EOF affects the ion 
transport. Using this parameter the degree of EOF initiated conductance suppression can be 
estimated in real nano-aperture devices. 
3.2.1 EOF effect on different scan segments 
 
Figure 18. Simulated Gdiff analysis comparison of PNP and PNP-NS models. (A) HC 
backward scans. (B) LC forward scans. (C) LC backward scans. The nanopore radius 20 nm. 
Data derived from the simulated conductivity measurements. 
 
The forward scan in figure 17 panel (B) for PNP and PNP-NS based on the suitability of 
the other scan segments. In figure 18 panel (A) the backward scan at high conductivity has a 
hemi-circle peak shape for both the PNP and PNP-NS model. Similarly in panel (C) a hemi 
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circular trough shape is observed. These shapes result from the chosen end potential which 
chosen based on the potential for splitting of water in real experiments. Hence these scans cannot 
be used for quantification. In addition backward and forward scan at low conductivity in panels 
(B) and (C) are rejected because the differences are not significant between the PNP and PNP-
NS models. 
 Calculating the EOF impact factor (EF) 
3.3.1 Determination of the normalization factor k1  
 
Figure 19. Linear fitting of simulated Gdiff analysis for the 20 nm radius nanopore. (A) 1 
mM. (B) 5 mM. (C) 10 mM. Data from figure 24 panel (E). 
 
k1 is by fitting the segment of the PNP (or PNP-NS) Gdiff up to the point where the slopes 
of the two models diverge (dashed line in figure 17 panel (B)). Figure 19 illustrates the fitting 
results at different concentrations. The fitting shows a linear correlation with all R2 > 0.9. The 
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lower potentials for both models would not be affected significantly by the electroosmotic flow. 
In this region migration would be the dominant mode of transport. 
 
3.3.2 Comparison of k1 for PNP and PNP-NS at different concentrations 
 
Figure 20. Simulated k1 at different concentrations for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS 
(magenta). The nanopore radius was 20 nm. Data from figure 19. 
 
k1 is proposed as the normalization factor for calculating EF. Figure 20 illustrates the k1 
determined for the PNP and PNP-NS models at different concentrations. k1 increases with 
concentration but  does not show a linear correlation. This is likely because of surface charge 
effects at lower concentrations. At a high enough ionic strength the k1 may overlap and show a 
linear dependence on concentration. As the concentration increases the divergence between k1 
determined by PNP and PNP-NS increases. The cause of this may be because the EOF increases 
with ionic strength over this range.   
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3.3.3 EF plots calculated from the second derivative of Gdiff 
 
Figure 21. Simulated second derivative plots of the simulated conductivity at different 
concentrations. (A) 1 mM. (B) 5 mM. (C) 10 mM. Dashed lines indicate k1 obtained from the 
PNP and PNP-NS models. The nanopore radius was 20 nm. 
 
The EF is calculated from the formula [k1-k2]/k1. Second derivative curves of the 
conductivity measurements (dGdiff/dV) are illustrated in figure 21. Panel (A) illustrates 1 mM for 
the PNP and PNP-NS models. At lower potentials up to ~0.3 V the dGdiff/dV curves overlap for 
both models which is consistent with migration as the dominant transport mode. The k1 
determined for the PNP and PNP-NS models are shown as dashed lines with colors 
corresponding to the specific model. The k1 determined from PNP and PNP-NS are close to the 
shoulder or peak value in the dGdiff/dV curves. Concentrations of 5 mM and 10 mM show a 
similar trend even though the two models diverge more at higher concentrations. Since k1 can be 
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determined from the slope of the dGdiff/dV this allows the use of this analysis in real experiments 
where only a single curve will be available. By generating dGdiff/dV the EF can be calculated by 
dividing by k1 for both the PNP and PNP-NS models. The outcome of which is illustrated in 
figure 17 panel (C). Potentials below the separation point (dashed line in figure 17 panel (C)) are 
excluded for the simulation data but it is not possible to do this for the experimental data because 
only one curve is present.  
 
 Ionic strength effects  
 
 
Figure 22. Simulated conductivity measurements for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS (magenta) 
for (A) 1 mM; (B) 5 mM; (C) 10 mM. Differential conductance analysis for (D) PNP (open 
squares) and (E) PNP-NS (solid squares). (F) EOF impact factor (EF). Concentrations of 1 mM 
(red), 5 mM (blue) and 10 mM (magenta). The nanopore radius was  a 20 nm. 
 
Simulations of different concentrations of KCl in a 20 nm nanopore are shown in figure 22. 
Panels (A), (B) and (C) show conductivity measurements in 1 mM, 5 mM and 10 mM. As 
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concentration increases the gap in current at HC between the PNP and PNP-NS models 
increases. At LC electrolyte strength has a minimal effect on the current response difference 
between the models compared to HC. Forward scans for PNP and PNP-NS at different 
concentrations are shown in figure 22 panels (D) and (E) respectively. Gdiff shows a similar 
potential dependence over this concentration range demonstrating that this analysis is robust in 
different electrolyte strength. Panel (F) shows the effect of concentration on EF. At all 
concentrations the EF shows a similar peak shaped dependence on the potential. The peak shifts 
in the negative direction as concentration increases. The shape of these peaks can be explained 
by the interaction between CP and EOF. EOF is known to depend on the electrolyte strength 
with EOF enhanced at lower ionic strength and diminished at higher strength. This is the origin 
of EFR in nano-apertures and membranes with higher flow rates at LC compared to HC.29At HC 
concentration polarization enhances concentration as the potential increases and potential also 
enhances the EOF. Therefore as potential increases there will be opposite effects on the EOF. 
The peak represents the point of maximal EOF effects on the ion transport. To the left of the 
peak EOF is attenuated by the relatively lower flow rates at lower potential. The shift of the peak 
is complicated by the decrease of the debye length with concentration and the effect of 
concentration on EOF. To understand the peak shift the radius effect should be taken into 
account. 
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 Effect of radius of nano-aperture 
 
Figure 23. Simulated conductivity measurements for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS (magenta) 
for (A) 1 mM; (B) 5 mM; (C) 10 mM. Differential conductance analysis for (D) PNP (open 
squares) and (E) PNP-NS (solid squares). (F) EOF impact factor (EF). Concentrations of 1 mM 
(red), 5 mM (blue) and 10 mM (magenta). The nanopore radius was  100 nm. 
 
 
Figure 23 illustrates the results of a 100 nm nanopore in the same conditions as those in figure 
22. From the conductivity measurements in panels (A), (B) and (C) it is clear that the larger 
radius nanopore has a more significant effect on the conductivity measurement in the PNP-NS 
model than the smaller radius nanopore. The conductivity measurements show a significantly 
larger gap between current at both HC and LC for the  PNP and PNP-NS models. At HC the 
current is lower for the PNP-NS model while at LC the current is higher. The EOF enhances the 
conductivity when the ionic concentration increases. The PNP-NS model also has a significantly 
smaller hysteresis loops at HC for all concentrations. In 1 mM the hysteresis loop is comparable 
between the PNP and PNP-NS models at LC. The hysteresis loops are significantly smaller at LC 
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for 5 mM and 10 mM. White and co-workers have demonstrated that the pressure driven flow 
depends on the third power of the radius for Conical nanopores.22 The more significant effects in 
the conductivity measurements originates from the larger radius of the nanopore. Panels (D) and 
(E) show forward scan for PNP and PNP-NS respectively. Compared to the response in the 20 
nm nanopore the  Gdiff for the PNP-NS shows an increase to a peak and then a decrease to a 
trough over the potential range indicating the significant effect of flow in the larger nanopore. 
The PNP model shows a comparable response to that obtained in the 20 nm nanopore. Figure 23 
panel (F) illustrates EF as a function of potential. EF is larger at all  potentials and concentrations 
than the 20 nm nanopore. The larger flow effects in the 100 nm nanopore mean the EF will be 
higher for a larger radius nanopore. The EF maximum is affected more significantly by the 
higher ionic strength for the 100 nm nanopore compared to the 20 nm nanopore where the 
maximum did not change significantly over the concentration range. This indicates more 
significant flow effects of higher ionic strength on the 100 nm nanopore. It is interesting to note 
the peak positions compared to the 20 nm nanopore simulation. For all concentrations the peak 
positions are lower for the larger radius nanopore (see section below). This indicates that a 
higher flow rate resulting from the larger radius shifts the peak position to less positive potential. 
The range of the peak positions is smaller for the 100 nm nanopore than the 20 nm nanopore.  
The double layer thickness at 1 mM, 5 mM and 10 mM are 10 nm, 4 nm and 3 nm respectively. 
It is known that as the double layer thickness reduces compared to the radius the EOF velocity 
increases.32 The double layer thickness as a percentage of the nanopore radius ranges between 
3% and 10% for the 100 nm nanopore and between 15 % and 50 % for the 20 nm nanopore. The 
much thinner double layer compared to the radius and smaller percentage changes between 
concentrations for the larger nanopore explain the lower peak potential and smaller peak shifts 
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for the 100 nm nanopore. This indicates that shifts in the peak position as a result of 
concentration and radius towards less positive potential originates from higher electroomotic 
velocity.     
3.5.1 Low conductivity for the 100 nm radius simulation 
 
Figure 24. Simulated LC backward scans (A) 1 mM. (B) 5 mM. The radius was 100 nm . 
 
 
EOF has a more significant impact on the  low conductivity side for the larger radius simulation 
structure. At lower concentrations the backward scan at low conductivity is comparable for the 
PNP and PNP-NS models similar to the responses for the 20 nm nanopore. At 1 mM the double 
layer is ~ 10% but it will probably occupy a larger percentage since the low conductivity size 
experiences depletion of the concentration. If the double layer is too thick this can attenuate 
EOF. As the concentration increases as seen in panel (C) the PNP and PNP-NS models diverge 
significantly. The PNP-NS models also has an increase in the differential conductance at higher 
potential compared to the PNP model.  
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3.5.2 Peak position (VP) for 20 nm and 100 nm at different concentration 
 
Figure 25. Simulated VP vs concentration for 20 nm and 100 nm radius nanopore. 
 
The peak position of the EF vs potential cuves become less positive with increasing 
concentration for both sizes as illustrated in figure 25. The peak position also becomes less 
positive with the larger radius indicating that flow effects become more significant at lower 
potentials as the size increases. The same observation can be made for concentration. 
 Experimental Results 
3.6.1 60 nm radius nanopipette 
 
Figure 26. Experimental Conductivity measurements for a 60 nm nanopipette (A) in 1 
mM (red) and 25 mM (olive) . Inset shows 1 mM conductivity response. (B) Corresponding Gdiff 
analysis and (C) EF for 1 mM and 25 mM. Gdiff for 25 mM is multiplied by 0.2 to allow for 
comparison. Conductivity measurements taken from reference.60 
 
 
The simulation of EOF effects in the nanopore allows for the development of a method for 
quantifying EOF in real experiments. Figure 26 panel (A) illustrates conductivity measurements 
for a 60 nm quartz nanopipettes in two different concentrations of 1 mM and 25 mM. The 
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conductivity measurements are consistent with our previous reports56,58,59,61 and the modelling 
presented in this report as a cross point and hysteresis loops are observed. Figure 26 panel (B) 
shows the forward scan Gdiff analysis for both  1 mM and 25 mM. The Gdiff data has been 
smoothed using a procedure described below and smoothed and unsmoothed data are shown 
below .This is done because the first and second derivatives of the i/V curves are significantly 
noisy using the untreated data. The 25 mM curve was multiplied by 0.2 for comparison with the 
lower concentration. Unlike the simulation experimental responses will not present a EOF and no 
EOF case under a given measurement condition. This makes identification of the peak position 
of the second derivative of the conductivity measurements (dGdiff/dV) in the experimental 
response important to characterizing EOF impact in real experimental systems.  To estimate the 
EF in this nanopipette k1is determined from the peak of the dGdiff/dV which are shown below for 
different concentrations. Using the determined k1 the potential dependent EF is calculated as 
shown in figure 4 panel (C). Similar to the results from simulation a peak is observed at 1 mM at 
~ 0.88 V and for 25 mM at ~0.35 V. The higher concentration also shifts to less positive 
potential compared to the lower concentration. The analysis demonstrated here is not a fitting of 
the simulated data because information such as the exact geometry (half cone angle and direct 
size determination) and SCD are not known. The overall trends are consistent with the simulated 
results. 
3.6.2 200 nm radius nanopipette 
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Figure 27. Experimental Conductivity measurements for a 200 nm nanopipette (A) in 1 
mM (red) and 25 mM (olive) . (B) Corresponding Gdiff analysis and (C) EF  for 1 mM and 25 
mM. Gdiff for 25 mM is multiplied by 0.2 to allow for comparison. 
 
 
Figure 27 panel (A) shows the conductivity measurements for a 200 nm nanopipette at 1 mM and 
25 mM. The conductivity measurements are qualitatively similar to those for the 100 nm 
nanopore simulation in figure 23. In particular the 25 mM measurement has a sigmoidal shape 
similar to that of the 5 mM and 10 mM nanopore simulations in figure 23. Gdiff analysis in figure 
27 panel (B) has peaks and troughs  in  1 mM that are similar to those for the 1 mM simulation in 
the 100 nm nanopore. The 25 mM Gdiff analysis for the 100 nm nanopipette is also qualitatively 
similar to those of the 5 mM and 10 mM 100 nm simulation results. The EF has alrger value in 
figure 27 panel (C) compared to those for the 60 nm nanopipette in figure 26 panel (C). These 
results are consistent with the modelling results which predict that larger radius devices have 
larger EF.The EF also has the characteristic peak shape observed from the simulated results in 
figure 23 panel (F). The EF peak positions for the two concentrations are not significantly 
different which is consistent with the simulated lower peak shifts observed for the larger 100 nm 
radius nanopore. These results suggests that with more information on geometry factors and SCD 
the EOF effects in various measurement conditions can by quantified and predicted for real 
systems.  
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3.6.3 Calculating EF for the experimental data 
 
Figure 28. Data treatment procedure showing box car and smoothing for different 
concentrations of a nanopipette. (A) 1 mM. (B) 5 mM. (C) 10 mM. (D) 25 mM. 
 
Doing differentiation operations on experimental data can increase the signal to noise 
ratio significantly. To avoid this currents in the conductivity measurements were averaged in 10 
mV blocks ( sampling in conductivity measurements is 1 mV spacing). The differentiation 
function in data graphing and analysis software Origin v8E is used to generate the black curves 
in figure 28. Panels show different concentrations for the 60 nm nanopipette. The smoothing 
function labeled ‘adjacent averaging’ is then used with a 10 point window. The first 5 points and 
the last 5 points are discarded generating the smoothed curves in red. Second derivative curves 
are then generated from the smoothed curves.   
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Figure 29. Second derivative analysis of the conductivity meaurements at different 
concentrations for the 60 nm radius nanopipette. 
 
k1 is obtained from the shoulder (or an average of the peaks) of the second derivative 
(dGdiff/Dv) of the conductivity measurements as shown in figure 29 for different concentrations 
for the 60 nm nanopipette. The peak shift from ~ 0.9 V in 1 mM to ~0.35 V in 25 mM can also 
be observed.  
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Figure 30. k1 for the experimental 60 nm nanopipette at different concentrations. 
 
k1 shows a dependence on concentration in figure 30 for a 60 nm nanopipette similar to 
the modelling results. The k1 along with the second derivative plots are used to calculate the EOF 
impact factor. 
 Conductance suppression gap (CSG) 
 
 
Figure 31. conductance suppression gap for (A) simulated 5 mM for PNP (open squares) 
and PNP-NS (solid squares) for a 20 nm radius nanopore; (B) experimental 25 mM for a 60 nm 
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nanopipette; (C) simulated 5 mM for PNP (open squares) and PNP-NS (solid squares) for a 100 
nm nanopore; (D) experimental 1 mM for a 100 nm nanopipette. 
 
The conductance suppression gap (CSG) is given by the equation [k1-k2](V) quantifies the 
conductance difference between a theoretical PNP curve and the suppressed PNP-NS dGdiff/dV 
curve. In figure 31 panel (A) the results for the simulation in a 20 nm nanopore is shown for both 
the PNP and PNP-NS. The PNP-NS CSG is characterized by an increase and then levels of 
towards the end potential. For the PNP model the CSG increases over the potential range and 
does not level off. This region of relatively constant CSG can be used to quantify the total 
conductance lost due to suppression from the electroosmotic flow. Figure 31 panel (B) shows the 
experimental response for the 60 nm nanopipette in 25 mM. The flat region demonstrates where 
the CSG is to be estimated from. Simulations for the 100 nm nanopore are shown in figure 31 
panel (C) and it can be seen there is a relatively constant region between ~0.3 V to the end 
potential. The flow effects in the 100 nm nanopore are more significant and explain the higher 
CSG values compared to the 20 nm nanopore. Panel (D) shows the CSG analysis for the 200 nm 
nanopipette in 1mM and the result is qualitatively similar to that obtained for the 100 nm 
simulated results. This analysis demonstrates that the EOF contribution can be quantified in 
experiments using nanopipettes.     
 Conclusion 
EOF can be detected and quantified using the first derivative or differential conductance 
(Gdiff) and the second derivative of the conductivity measurement. Finite element modeling is 
used to predict the EOF effects on the ion transport in a range of ionic strengths and different 
radius of the nanopore.  The EOF contribution in nanopipettes has been quantified in two ways: 
(1) The degree or extent of EOF impact on the ion transport defined by the EF (2) CSG which 
measures the conductance lost due to the suppressing effect of EOF. Simulated results using 
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finite element modelling and experiments using quartz nanopipettes were used to demonstrate 
the two quantification procedures. The experimental results show excellent agreement with the 
simulated results although the results were not fitted due to a lack of geometric and surface 
charge density information. The detection and quantification of EOF in ‘mild’experimental 
conditions (no asymmetric concentration, pressure or asymmetric solvents) in a nano-aperture is 
demonstrated for the first time and could lead to the design of accurate analytical detection 
technology. 
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 THE DYNAMIC TRANSPORT SIGNATURES OF ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW 
AND CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION  IN NANOPIPETTES 
The interplay of the concentration polarization process (enhancement and depletion 
above/below the bulk) is used to explain the resulting conductance signatures established   in 
chapter 3 for the quantification of EOF. Using finite element modeling and experimental results 
from quartz nanopipettes those unique conductivity signatures are revealed to arise largely from 
the cation selective transport. Negative differential resistance is demonstrated along with the 
important role that the anion plays. The fine structures in the time dependent conductivity 
features are explained. 
 
 Introduction    
The various mass transport processes  in nano-apertures have attracted significant 
attention because of applications in desalination65,73,94-96, energy storage97-99 and energy 
conversion74,100-102. These devices are charge selective because of  the surface charge on  the 
substrate and the resulting impact of the electrical double layer dominated by the presence of 
counter-ions. Concentration polarization occurs in nano-apertures which is the depletion or 
enhancement of  ions compared to the bulk concentration of the solution.103 In asymmetric nano-
apertures, whether surface charge distribution and/or geometry, this leads to a phenomenon 
known as current rectification which is defined as different current magnitudes at the same 
potential magnitude but opposite polarity. Many of the technologies employed for desalination or 
energy conversion of salinity gradients use   amorphous membranes which are composed of 
atomistic and nanoscale pores or apertures, or frequently referred to as micro-meso-macro 
multiscale porous structures. combinations of nano-apertures.104 Concentration polarization is 
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known to have a significant impact on the energy efficiency and power delivery of these 
devices.105,106 The interaction of the electroosmotic flow (EOF) and the concentration 
polarization process in the experimental literature is limited because of the difficulty in 
identifying and quantifying electroosmotic flow in real systems. Chapter 3 has demonstrated that 
EOF can be deconvoluted and quantified.  This chapter will look at the mechanisms that are 
responsible for the EOF and the emergence of fine features in the time dependent conductivity 
measurements such as negative differential resistance previously observed only in systems with 
pressure and/or asymmetric solvent /electrolyte combinations.34,35     
 
Figure 32.(A) Experimental conductivity measurements without (blue) and (C) with (red) EOF 
for quartz nanopipettes. Dashed line indicates the position of the cross point and shaded areas 
indicate the hysteresis charge. The sizes are ~60 nm (blue) and ~200 nm (red) radius.  (B) In 
green is the working electrode (WE) and in black is the reference electrode (RE). Conical 
nanopipette in an electrolyte of KCl.When a positive bias is applied potassium ion (light red) 
moves into the pore (tip to base) and chloride ion moves out the pore (base to tip) but potassium 
ion current is higher. (D) With EOF present potassium ion current is enhanced and chloride ion 
current is significantly diminished.   
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 Methods 
Quartz nanopipettes were fabricated using capillaries (O.D.: 1.0 mm, I.D.: 0.7 mm) and a 
laser heat puller (P-2000 Sutter)  with the following settings: For a smaller radius nanopipette: 
heat: 700, filament: 4, velocity: 60, del: 150, pull: 120. For larger radius nanopipettes a two line 
pull was used: 1. heat: 750, filament: 4, velocity: 55, del:180, pull:80. 2. heat: 700, filament: 4, 
velocity: 60, del: 150, pull:150 or 120. The nanopipettes were loaded with a centrifuge with 
acetonitrile first followed by water and then the electrolyte solution. The conductivity 
measurements were carried out using Gamry Reference 600 (Gamry Co.). The first scan is 
rejected and later scans are compared for similarity. KCl and nanopore water were used to create 
the solutions. 
4.2.1 Finite Element Modelling  
Finite element modelling was carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics (v 4.3) . The Nernst-
Planck equation was used to calculate the current or flux through a nanopore simulation 
structure. The Nernst-Planck equation is given by: 
𝐽𝑖 = −𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 −
𝑧𝑖 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑖 
𝑐𝑖 𝛻ɸ + 𝑐𝑖u                    (1) 
 
 
𝑱𝒊 is the flux of an individual ion; 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusivity of the ion; 𝑐𝑖 is the concentration of the 
ion; 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of the ion; 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant; 𝑅 is the gas constant; 𝑇 is the 
temperature; ɸ is the electric potential and 𝐮 is the fluid velocity. The first second and third terms 
are the migration, diffusion and convective terms respectively. 
 
Electric field distributions from the applied potential and surface charges were calculated using the 
Poisson equation given by:  
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𝛻2 (𝜀0𝜀𝑟ɸ) = −𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖                                  (2) 
 
𝜀0 is the  permittivity of free space and 𝜀𝑟 relativative permittivity of the solvent. The 
combination of the Poisson and Nernst-Planck equation is known as the PNP or no flow model. 
In that case 𝐮 = 0 and there is no convective term. 
 
Fluid flow in the system is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation given by: 
𝐮𝛻𝐮 =
1
𝜌
 (−𝛻𝑝 + 𝜂𝛻2 𝐮 − (𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖) 𝛻ɸ  (3) 
 
 
𝛻 • 𝐮 = 0                                                               (4) 
 
𝜌 is the density of the solvent and 𝑝 is the pressure. The assumption of an incompressible fluid 
(no density gradients) means the continuity equation is also used. The Navier-Stokes equation in 
combination with the PNP model is the PNP-NS or ‘flow present’ model. The type of flow 
generated in these simulations are electroosmotic flow as no pressure or concentration gradients 
are assumed. 
 
 
 
 
.  
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 Radius effects 
4.3.1 Experimental responses 
 
  
Figure 33. Radius dependence of EOF signatures. (A) Conductivity measurements for a ca. 60 
nm nanopipette in 1 mM KCl. (B) Gdiff analysis for the 60 nm nanopipette. (C) EOF impact 
factor for 60 nm nanopipette. (D) Conductivity measurements for a ca. 200 nm nanopipette in 1 
mM KCl. (E) Gdiff analysis for the 200 nm nanopipette. (F) EOF impact factor for 200 nm 
nanopipette .   
 
 The radius of a nano-aperture is known to affect the speed of the fluid when electrokinetic 
effects are generated through pressure driven flow, osmotic flow and electroosmotic flow. 
White and co-workers22 have demonstrated that the pressure driven flow is dependent on the 
third power of the radius meaning flow is significantly enhanced for larger radius nano-
apertures. Figure 33 illustrates the conductivity response for different sized nanopipettes in 
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panels (A) and (D). The relative hysteresis charges are lower for the larger nanopipette 
compared to the smaller nanopipette. The relative hysteresis will be discussed later. Panels (B) 
and (E) illustrate the differential conductance (Gdiff) /potential (V) analysis at HC for forward 
scan where Gdiff: 
𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
𝑑i
𝑑V
 
The G/V curves are generated by taking the derivative of the conductivity measurements. The 
conductivity data and Gdiff curve were processed according to the same procedure described in 
chapter 3. It is important to note that the differential conductance represents changes in 
conductance and is not the same as the conductance at a specific potential. For the 60 nm 
nanopipette the Gdiff in figure 33 panel (B) increases over the entire potential range. In panel 
(E) the Gdiff for the 200 nm nanopipette increases from ~0.2 V to a peak at ~0.36 V followed 
by a decrease to a trough at ~0.64 V. From ~0.64 V the Gdiff increases over the rest of the 
potential range. The stark differences in the two responses for the 60 nm and 200 nm 
nanopipette likely arise from the larger EOF in larger nanopipettes. In panel (C) the EOF 
impact factor increases over the potential range for the 60 nm nanopipette. This trend differs 
from   the EOF impact factor for the 200 nm nanopipette in panel (F) which has a peak shaped 
response with the maxima at ~0.46 V. The EOF impact factor was introduced in chapter 3 and 
is used here to demonstrate the closeness of the nanopipette response to either the PNP (no 
flow) or PNP-NS model (flow). It is clear that the 60 nm nanopipette has a response more 
similar to the no flow case while the 200 nm nanopipette is closer to nano-apertures affected by 
flow.  
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Figure 34. Gdiff for different scan segments in 1 mM KCl. For the 60 nm nanopipette: (A) 
High conductivity backward Scan. (B) LC backward scan. (C) LC forward scan. For the 200 nm 
nanopipette: A) High conductivity backward Scan. (B) LC backward scan. (C) LC forward scan. 
 
Figure 34 shows different scan segments excluding the forward scan at high conductivity for 
the 60 nm and 200 nm nanopipettes. In panel (A) the backward scan at high conductivity for 
the 60 nm nanopipette shows a hemi-circular peak Gdiff response in contrast to the almost linear 
like response observed in the forward scan at high conductivity. Panel (D) illustrates the Gdiff 
for backward scan at high conductivity for the 200 nm nanopipette. Qualitatively the Gdiff 
response resembles that of the forward scan at high conductivity with a peak at ~0.25 V and a 
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trough at ~0.6 V. It is interesting to note that both forward and backward scan at high 
conductivity for the 200 nm nanopore are similar qualitatively while for the 60 nm nanopipette 
the response is qualitatively different. The low conductivity Gdiff for the 60 nm nanopipette are 
shown in panels (B) and (C) for backward and forward scans respectively. The LC backward 
scan Gdiff in panel (B) decreases and then is constant over the rest of the potential range from 
~0.3 V. For the forward scan at low conductivity in panel (C) hemi-circular trough like Gdiff 
response is observed over the potential range. Both backward scan at high conductivity in 
panel (A) and forward scan at low conductivity in panel (C) have hemi-circular type Gdiff 
potential dependence. Both backward scans at high conductivity and forward scan at low 
conductivity occur after the turning point switching from the previous scan. This indicates that 
the hemi-circular response probably originates from end potential effects. More discussion of 
this will be given in the modelling section below. The 60 nm and 200 nm Gdiff responses at low 
conductivity are qualitatively similar. We use finite element modelling to understand the 
transport mechanisms responsible for the behaviors observed in the experiments.   
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Figure 35. Experimental conductivity measurements and potential dependent differential 
conductance. (A) and (B) 50 mM (blue) and 25 mM (olive) KCl for a ca. 200 nm nanopipette. 
(C) and (D) 25 mM KCl for ca. 60 nm nanopipette.  
 
Figure 35 panels (A) and (B) illustrate the conductivity response and differential 
conductance of a ca. 200 nm nanopipette at different electrolyte strengths. The nanopipette has 
insignificant EOF. The nanopipette in panels (C) and (D) is the same as that illustrated figure 34 
and 34 panels (A), (B) and (C) for both but at a concentration of 25 mM. As can be seen from the 
differential conductance in panel (D) the nanopipette shows more significant flow as the 
concentration increases. This demonstrates that these signatures can be observed for a variety of 
nanopipettes under various conditions.  
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Figure 36. LiCl experimental conductivity measurements and potential dependent Gdiff in 
a nanopipette. (A) Conductivity measurements in 1 mM (red), 10 mM (green) and 100 mM 
(blue). (B) and (C) differential conductance and EOF impact factor at 1 mM . (D) and (E) 
differential conductance and EOF impact factor at 100 Mm. 190 pulled. Radius of the pipette is 
sub 10 nm. 
 
Figure 36 is a sub 10 nm nanopipette in different LiCl electrolyte concentrations. It is 
interesting at 1 mM EOF signatures at ~0.3 V and ~0.85 V in panel C for the EOF impact factor. 
The thickness of the double layer at that concentration (~10 nm) should encompass the entire 
nanopipette at the small opening. It would be expected that EOF would be attenuated. At 100 
mM LiCl EOF impact factor has a profile consistent with EOF being present at ~0.55 V. These 
results require further study.  
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4.3.2 Finite element modelling of high conductivity 
 
Figure 37. Simulated conductivity measurements and Gdiff analysis. (A) and (C) simulated 
conductivity measurements for a 100 nm nanopore for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS (magenta). (B) 
and (D) simulated conductance/potential analysis for PNP and PNP-NS with forward scans in 
olive and magenta respectively for a 100 nm nanopore. Backward scans are shown in black. Scan 
rate 100 V/s. 
 
Simulations of a conical nanopore structure are used to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for 
the differences in the relative hysteresis charges and the Gdiff analysis. The discussion here 
focuses on the effect of flow on the ion transport and the governing mechanism not the different 
sizes or ionic strength because these impacts on the ion transport are coupled and can be inferred 
from the mechanism. Since there is a lack of detailed knowledge on the geometric and surface 
charge density of the nanopipettes used in this study the description here will necessarily be 
qualitative which has been the widely adopted approach in the literature. Decent fitting can be 
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achieved by adjusting those nanogeometry and surface charge parameters as reported in earlier 
papers in our group.16,61,78,79 Simulated conductivity and Gdiff analysis in figure 37 for a 100 nm 
nanopore qualitatively matched the experimental results in figure 33. The PNP model in panel 
(A) reproduces the conductivity measurement obtained for the 60 nm nanopipette and the PNP-
NS model in panel (C) matches that observed for the 200 nm sized nanopipette. In particular the 
relative hysteresis charge (QH/QL) for the PNP model in panel (A) appear to be above one and 
that in panel (C) below one for the PNP-NS model which qualitatively reproduces the 
conductivity measurement observed for the 60 nm and 200 nm nanopipette in figure 33. Figure 
37 panel (B) demonstrates simulated Gdiff analysis at HC for forward and backward scans. The 
forward scan shows a linear increase in Gdiff over the potential range and the backward scan 
shows a hemi-circular peak Gdiff potential dependence. These responses are qualitatively similar 
to those for the corresponding scans at HC for the 60 nm nanopipette in figure 33. Figure 36 
panel (D) shows Gdiff for the PNP-NS model at HC for forward and backward scans. The forward 
scan qualitatively reproduces the Gdiff analysis for the 200 nm nanopipette in figure 33 panel (E). 
The same ‘peak and trough’ behavior described for the 200 nm nanopipette is observed in the 
simulation. The simulated backward scan is qualitatively similar to the backward scan from the 
200 nm nanopipette in figure 34 panel (D). Overall , key features observed in experiments are 
reproduced in simulation. The general trend, dependence on size/ionic strength, is also 
consistent. With such success, respective cation and anion contributions inaccessible in 
experiments are deconvoluted next.  
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Figure 38. Simulated ion conductivity measurements. (A) K+ for PNP (olive) and PNP-
NS (magenta). (B) Cl- for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS. The radius of the nanopore was 100 nm.  
 
Figure 38 illustrates the simulated K+ and Cl- conductivities.  The K+ current is slightly 
higher in the PNP-NS than the PNP model in general. An intriguing observation shown  in panel 
B is that the Cl- current is much lower for the PNP-NS model than the PNP model. The finding is 
significant in suggesting EOF drastically improves cation selectivity The EOF is known to arise 
from the drag on the solvent caused by the accumulation of counter-ions (in this case cations 
because the surface charge is negative) near the charged surface. In the theoretical model the 
electrolyte in the nanopore consists of an ambipolar region in the center and accumulated 
counter-ions near the surface. Because the flow is in the same direction as cation migration or 
cation flux, correspondingly anion flux is suppressed do the opposite  migration of the anion with 
respect  to EOF. This explains the differing impacts of EOF on cation and anion. Similar 
rationale can be  established for the smaller nanopore  results in the 20 nm structuree.  The 
general mechanism predicts higher ion selectivity in appropriate experimental conditions in the 
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presence of EOF which can be significant in the design of corresponding applications  
  
Figure 39. Potential dependence of ion Transference l,  differential conductance( Gdiff ). (A) 
Transference number/potential plots for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS (magenta). Dashed lines 
indicate transference number values of 0.5 and 1. Arrows indicate the scan direction of the 
applied potential. (B) and (C) Gdiff for PNP with total (olive), potassium ion (wine) and chloride 
ion (orange) for forward and backward scan respectively. (D) and (E) Gdiff for PNP-NS with total 
conductance (magenta), potassium ion (wine) and chloride ion (orange) for forward and 
backward scan respectively. The radius of the nanopore was 100 nm. 
 
Analysis of the simulated conductivity measurements with cation and anion contribution in 
figure 39 allows elucidation of the mechanisms responsible for the differences observed in the 
experimental results. Because the diffusion coefficient of K+ and Cl- are comaparable, the 
transference number of each is about 0.5. The K+ transference number for PNP (olive) and PNP-
NS (magenta) in figure 39 panel (A) demonstrate that the selectivity of the nanopore is enhanced 
for cation when EOF is present at both HC and LC. At HC forward scan has lower selectivity 
than backwards scan and at LC forward scan has higher selectivity. This is consistent with the 
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effects of EOF described for the ion conductivity measurements in figure 38. As discussed in 
chapter one the selectivity of the cation in the PNP model decreases at high conductivity state 
due to the concentration enhancement effect. As the potential increases in forward scan at high 
conductivity a combination of the increasing applied potential and higher ionic strength 
environment increases the transport of Cl- leading to lower cation selectivity. In the backward 
scan the decreasing potential and reduction in the rate of concentration enhancement leads to 
increased cation selectivity. When EOF is present this leads to suppression of the concentration 
along with the increased flux of potassium ion. This contributes to the higher transference 
number in the PNP-NS relative to PNP for forward scan. Since both forward and backward scans 
have similar magnitudes of fluid velocity at backward scan the higher transference number 
results from the suppression of the concentration and the falling potential at backward scan. With 
flow present even at lower potentials this could contribute to net chloride flux in the direction 
opposite to migration leading to a transference number for cation greater than one. The 
explanations for the differences at low conductivity also follow along similar lines to high 
conductivity. The higher flux promoted by the EOF and the depleted environment at low 
conductivity promotes higher cation transference number (relative to HC) and forward scan has 
higher transference number than backward scan because of the more depleted environment and 
the electroosmotic flow. In fact the transference number is greater than one suggesting that 
chloride net transport is opposite to the expected migration.   Figure 39 Panels (B) and (C) show 
the potential dependent differential conductance and K+ and Cl- contributions for PNP at HC for 
forward and backward scan respectively. It can be seen that cation contributes more to the total 
differential conductance for forward and backward scans. Compared to PNP-NS in panels (D) 
and (E) for forward and backward scan respectively the total differential conductance of the PNP 
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model is higher suggesting that the overall effect of the EOF is to suppress the conductance of 
the nano-aperture. The EOF has different impacts on the cation and anion differential 
conductance. The differential conductance of cation is enhanced in the PNP-NS model relative to 
the PNP model while it is suppressed for anion. These trends are similar to those observed for tK
+ 
and are due to the charge selective nature of the EOF in these nano-apertures. Comparisons of 
the simulated individual ion conductivity responses show that cation conductivity is enhanced 
and anion conductivity is suppressed when flow is present.  In figure 39 panels (D) and (E) K+ 
differential conductance is more dominant for both forward and backward scan compared to PNP 
with the differential conductance of the cation fully determining the total differential 
conductance between ~0.4 V and 0.8 V. It is important to note that the differential conductance 
is not the same as the level of the conductance which could be obtained by dividing the current 
by the potential.The level of the conductance for a particular ion should show the same potential 
dependence as the cation transference number and not the differential conductance. The change 
in the differential conductance represents the extent to which CP and EOF interact.  
4.3.3 Finite element modelling of LC 
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Figure 40. Simulated low conductivity Gdiff analysis for LC in a nanopore. (A) for a 100 
nm nanopore using PNP model. (D) for a 100 nm nanopore using PNP-NS model. 
 
Figure 40 shows simulated LC for both PNP and PNP-NS. The simulated results 
qualitatively match those for the LC Gdiff in figure 34. Comparison of both panel (A) and (B) 
shows that adding EOF does not significantly affect the Gdiff. This demonstrates that EOF 
signatures will be more easily observed at high conductivity states. The simulated Gdiff at low 
conductivity are similar to results in figure 34 panels (B) and (C), and (E) and (F) for the 
different size nanopipettes at low conductivity.  
 
 
 
 Mechanism of Gdiff signatures: Concentration polarization and EOF interplay 
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Figure 41.  EOF impacts on K+ concentration profiles and fluid velocity profiles for 
forward scan at the centerline. (A) and (B) Concentration profile for PNP and PNP-NS at 
different potentials respectively.(C) Fluid velocity profiles in the z direction. (D) Zoom of panel 
of fluid velocity profile. 1 mM KCl and  100 nm radius nanopore. Dashed lines illustrate the 
region of the nanopore. The small opening is positioned at 2 μm and the large opening 12 
μm.The radius was 100 nm for the nanopore. 
 
The concentration polarization process is the mechanism responsible for current 
rectification and the pinched hysteresis loops observed in the frequency dependent conductivity 
measurements. The only forces present in the PNP model are diffusive and electrophoretic, and 
this represents the ‘natural’ concentration polarization process. The resulting Gdiff plots shown in 
figure 37 panel (B) represents the outcome of the interaction between these two forces. Figure 41 
panels (A) and (B) illustrate concentration profiles for PNP and PNP-NS respectively for K+ at 
the centerline (both cation and anion have almost the same concentration profiles at centerline) 
along the axial direction at different potentials at high conductivity. The peak maxima in each 
represent the different extents of concentration enhancement at high conductivity due to the 
concentration polarization effect. Comparing the PNP and PNP-NS concentration profiles in 
panels (A) and (B) respectively it is clear that the concentration in the PNP-NS model is less 
enhanced relative to the PNP model.  The EOF reduces the concentration polarization effect at 
high conductivity (concentration enhancement) relative to the PNP model. This explains the 
considerably diminished potential dependent Gdiff observed for the PNP-NS model relative to the 
PNP model towards higher potential. The fluid velocity profiles and the zoom of the region near 
to the pore opening are illustrated in panels (C) and (D) respectively. The fluid velocity is 
highest within 1 μm (at around 2.5 μm) from the opening into the nanopore. The fluid velocity is 
also high just outside the opening of the nanopore and in the opposite direction to the flow inside 
the nanopore. The interaction of the fluid flow profiles and the concentration polarization process 
will determine the Gdiff potential dependence described earlier for experiments and simulations. 
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The opposite directions of flow right outside the nanopore suggest r-direction flow or turbulence 
that requires further study.  
 
Figure 42. Potential dependent changes in concentration  and fluid velocity  for forward scan at 
HC. Data from figure 40. (A) Potential dependent concentration changes  for PNP (olive) and 
PNP-NS (magenta). (B) Enlarged view of potential dependent changes concentration  for PNP-
NS. (C) Potential dependent changes inFluid velocity . Values sampled from the centerline (r=0) 
at 100 nm into the nanopore at z= 2.11 μm in figure 41. The radius was 100 nm for the nanopore. 
 
 
From the concentration and fluid velocity profiles in figure 41 the change in these quantities 
between each potential step can be calculated. Points are sampled at a z position at or near the 
peak positions of each concentration and fluid velocity profiles in figure 41. For example at 0.2 
V this represents the subtraction of 0.3 V from 0.2 V.  Figure 42 panel (A) illustrates the 
concentration difference (ΔC) for K+ at different potentials for PNP and PNP-NS and panel (B) 
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shows an enlarged plot for PNP-NS for the forward scan. As potential is increased for the PNP 
case ΔC increases and then levels off. Note that the level of the concentration increases with 
each potential step (as seen in figure 41 panel (A)) but the change diminishes. This trend is 
qualitatively similar to the Gdiff analysis for the PNP model in figure 37 panel (B) for forward 
scan previously described. The Gdiff for the PNP-NS model is significantly lower compared to 
the PNP model for forward scan. Similarly the ΔC for the PNP-NS is diminished compared to 
the PNP model. The PNP-NS result shown in figure 42 panel B follows a similar trend to the 
PNP-NS Gdiff analysis. Figure 42 panel (C) illustrates the fluid velocity difference (Δv) 
between different potentials. The difference between the Gdiff analysis for PNP and PNP-NS 
can be explained by the interaction between the concentration polarization effect and the EOF. 
As the potential increases the Δv decreases between each potential step. Note that even though 
Δv is decreasing the level of the fluid velocity increases but this increase diminishes with each 
potential step. This decreasing Δv interacts with the ΔC for the PNP model in figure 42 panel 
(A) resulting in the PNP-NS form in panel (B). 
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Figure 43. Ion Gdiff analysis at different scan rates for HC. (A) and (B) K+ G/V analysis 
for PNP and PNP-NS respectively. (C) and (D) Cl- G/V analysis for PNP and PNP-NS 
respectively. Scan rates: 30 V/s (red); 40 V/s (blue); 100 V/s (magenta); 1000 V/s (dark cyan). 
The radius of the nanopore was 20 nm . 
 
 The frequency dependent concentration polarization process interacting with the fluid velocity is 
examined in figure 43. Note that this discussion relies on data from a 20 nm radius nanopore 
simulation. Scan rate dependent Gdiff analysis is shown for the cation and anion. Panels (A) and 
(B) show the Gdiff for cation at different scan rates for PNP and PNP-NS respectively. As scan 
rate increases the cation Gdiff for PNP and PNP-NS become qualitatively similar in response. The 
PNP-NS  Gdiff for cation transitions from the characteristic ‘leveled off’ response observed when 
flow is present to a response showing a  trend more characteristic of the PNP model for Gdiff over 
the potential range. Panels (C) and (D) illustrate the results for the anion. The PNP-NS Gdiff at 
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different scan rates is  different than the PNP models at lower scan rates over the range 30 V/s to 
100 V/s.. This reflects the suppressive impact of the flow on the concentration polarization 
process for the anion. At 1000 V/s scan rate the two models display similar responses. Because 
ions move ‘sluggishly’ in response to the applied potential. If the scan rate is very fast the two 
models overlap because EOF becomes insignificant at higher scan rates.  
 Negative Differential Resistance at LC 
  
Figure 44. Simulated G/V analysis at LC for backward scan. (A) PNP model G/V analysis for 
total (olive), K+ (wine) and Cl- (orange). (B) PNP-NS model G/V analysis for total (magenta), K+ 
(wine) and Cl- (orange). Dashed line illustrates Gdiff =0. The radius of the nanopore was 100 nm. 
 
Negative differential resistance is the increase in resistance (or decrease in conductance) as 
potential increases.Figure 44 panels (A) and (B) show the contributions of cation and anion to 
the total differential conductance analysis for PNP and PNP-NS respectively. The K+ Gdiff 
shows qualitatively similar trends with and without EOF. From ~-0.1- to -0.6 V the Cl- shows 
negative differential resistance in the PNP-NS model but this is absent in the PNP model. As 
previously described forward scans are excluded because of end potential effects at low 
conductivity. Negative differential resistance has been demonstrated in systems with 
asymmetric solvent or concentration by applying pressure.34,35 Negative differential resistance 
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has not been reported under conditions of symmetric concentration and applied bias to the best 
of our knowledge. It has also been reported that electroosmotic flow is significant at low 
conductivity states  in that the flow at LC is ~10 times that at HC.29,30,64,87,88 This much higher 
flow at low conductivity is thought to originate from the depletion of ionic concentration which 
enhances EOF. The interpretation of the negative differential resistance for Cl- is that the 
interplay between CP and EOF results in increased resistance as the depletion of Cl- is 
reinforced by an increased EOF which suppresses the Cl- current. Beyond ~-0.8 V the 
differential conductance for chloride ion in the PNP-NS goes from negative to zero. This could 
be because the balance between the flow rate and concentration depletion maximizes transport 
of chloride in the opposite direction at ~-0.1 V to -0.6 V. At higher potentials the differential 
conductance does not change because chloride transport  approaches zero (no transport of 
chloride).  
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Figure 45. Ion Gdiff analysis at different scan rates for LC. (A) and (B) Cl Gdiff  analysis 
for PNP and PNP-NS respectively. (C) and (D) K+ Gdiff  analysis for PNP and PNP-NS 
respectively. Scan rates: 30 V/s (red); 40 V/s (blue); 100 V/s (magenta); 1000 V/s (dark cyan).  
The radius of the nanopore was 20 nm. 
 
Figure 45 panels (A) and (B) shows simulation Gdiff for a 20 nm radius nanopore for the chloride 
ion. For the smaller nanopore negative differential resistance is observed in the PNP model but in 
the PNP-NS model the effect is much larger. This behavior is also scan rate dependent and the 
extent of the negative differential resistance increases with scan rate. These results suggests that 
it is the suppression of chloride ion Gdiff  at LC which is responsible for the emergence of the 
negative differential resistance. This is consistent with the emergence of negative differential 
resistance with increasing scan rate at LC for our experimental results. This also suggests that 
this process results from the interplay between CP and EOF. The results of the smaller nanopore 
are consistent with those for the larger nanopore. Panels (C) and (D) demonstrate the results for 
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the potassium ion at different scan rates for the PNP and PNP-NS models respectively. The 
difference in Gdiff between the PNP and PNP-NS models is not very significant. As scan rate is 
increased between 30 V/s and 100 V/s the Gdiff increases for potentials from the cross point to ~-
0.8 V and decreases from ~-0.8 V to the end potential. Similar Gdiff response is observed in the 
PNP-NS model around ~-0.7 V. These results suggest that the negative differential resistance in 
symmetric concentration systems is driven by chloride ion suppression from the EOF. This could 
be important for applications were selectivity is important such as desalination. 
 Hysteresis Charges unde EOF Effects      
 
     
   
Figure 46. Simulated conductivity meaurements and hysteresis charges in different electrolyte 
concentrations. (A) PNP model in different concentrations of 0.5 mM (blue), 1 mM (green) and 
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10 mM (blue). (B)PNP Hysteresis charges for Cl- (orange), K+ (wine) and total (olive) at LC 
and HC at different concentrations. (C) PNP-NS model in different concentrations of 0.5 mM 
(blue), 1 mM (green) and 10 mM (blue). (D) PNP-NS Hysteresis charges for Cl- (orange), K+ 
(wine) and total (magenta) at LC and HC at different concentrations. The radius of the 
nanopore was 20 nm .       
 
 
In experimental results in figure 33 the relative hysteresis charges (QH/QL) for the larger 
nanopipette was shown to be less than one (0.4) and for the smaller nanopipette greater than 
one (1.9). Similar results were obtained from the simulated conductivity measurements for a 
100 nm nanopore in figure 37 panels (A) and (C) for the PNP and PNP-NS models 
respectively. Figure 46 panels (A) and (B) illustrate the conductivity measurements at different 
concentrations and the resulting hysteresis charges for the PNP model. HC states have higher 
total hysteresis charges compared to LC for a given concentration.  The total charges at LC 
states are relatively constant at different concentrations compared to those at HC. At HC as 
concentration increases the total hysteresis charges increases. The contribution of cation and 
anion to the hysteresis charges differs depending on HC or LC. At LC both cation and anion 
contribute equitably to the hysteresis charge in the range from 0.5 mM to 1 mM. At 5 mM  and 
10 mM the anion contribute more significantly than cation. At HC cation dominates the 
contribution to the hysteresis charge over the concentration range 0.1 mM to 10 mM. Figure 46 
panels (C) and (D) illustrate the conductivity measurements at different concentrations and the 
resulting hysteresis charges for the PNP-NS model. In contrast to the PNP model the total 
charges at HC for the PNP-NS are relatively constant over the concentration range 0.1-10 mM 
and are lower relative to the LC hysteresis charges. At LC the total hysteresis charges are 
constant over the concentration range and cation and anion in roughly equal proportions. At 
HC the cation hysteresis charges are enhanced compared to the PNP model at all 
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concentrations and anion hysteresis charges are negative. This illustrates the significant effect 
of EOF at HC and the relatively lower impact of EOF on low conductivity. As illustrated in 
figure 38 for the comparisons of potassium and chloride currents EOF increases selectivity for 
cation at both HC and LC. The EOF both enhances the flux and selectivity of cation while 
diminishing flux and selectivity for anion. This is reflected in the differences in the 
composition of the hysteresis charge at HC. The EOF leads to higher hysteresis charge and flux 
for K+ at HC and lower flux and higher hysteresis charge magnitude for Cl-. These results 
indicate that the mechanism for the differences between the PNP and PNP-NS model is that K+ 
hysteresis charge is enhanced due to the same direction of EOF and K+ migration (same 
explanation for the enhanced flux). Cl- hysteresis charge magnitude is enhanced but the change 
in sign from positive to negative between the PNP and PNP-NS models indicates that Cl- 
charge is depleted over the entire cycle (CP to CP) because of the significant transport of Cl- in 
the direction opposite to migration. The combined effect of these processes leads to a lower 
total hysteresis charge for the PNP-NS model compared to the PNP model. At LC the effect of 
EOF also increases cation selectivity but the overall effect on the total hysteresis charge is 
marginal. The lower relative hysteresis charges observed when EOF is significant is a result of 
the depletion of chloride ion charge at HC.   
 Conclusion 
The fine features of the conductivity responses in nanopores and nanopipettes can be 
successfully simulated using finite element modeling.Selectivity of cation increases in the 
presence of EOF because the EOF enhances cation ion transport and suppresses anion 
transport. The selective nature of the ion transport leaves a signature that can be used to 
identify nanopipettes with significant EOF present in transport behavior. These signatures take 
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the form of differential conductance and the relative hysteresis charges. Signatures from the 
differential conductance are easily observed at high conductivity but can also be observed at 
low conductivity in the form of negative differential resistance. These signatures arise from the 
interplay between EOF and the concentration polarization. The scan rate dependent shape of 
the PNP and PNP-NS models also demonstrate the time dependent nature of concentration 
polarization and the effects of EOF at different scan rates. The hysteresis charges have a higher 
composition of cation at high conductivity in the PNP-NS model compared to the PNP model. 
The total hysteresis charges are reduced when electroosmotic flow is added at high 
conductivity state. Negative differential resistance is observed at low conductivity state in 
‘mild’ experimental conditions (no asymmetric solvents, asymmetric concentration or 
pressure) which is attributed to the anion being transported in the direction opposite to 
migration. The model successfully reproduces the experimental results where negative 
differential resistance becomes more significant at low conductivity as scan rate increases.  
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 TRANSPORT HYSTERESIS  IN SINGLE NANOPIPETTE SYSTEMS WITH 
SALINITY GARDIENTS 
Salinity gradients can be exploited in energy storage because of the Gibbs free energy in 
a concentration gradient. Using experimental conductivity measurements and finite element 
simulations it is demonstrated that the selectivity of cations in negatively charged nanopipettes is 
affected by the ion mobility. The conductivity response in asymmetric concentrations is 
successfully modelled and EOF signatures in asymmetric systems are demonstrated in 
experiments and modeling. The insights suggest that salinity gradients built up during 
desalination could be mitigated through  high fluxes and selectivity at the high conductivity state 
when electroosmotic flow (EOF) affects the transport. 
 Introduction 
The charge selective nature of nanoapertures have attracted much interest due to 
applications such as water desalination65,73 and extracting energy from a concentration 
gradient.63,75,107 For commercial applications such as pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) or reverse 
electrodialysis (RED) the energy conversion efficiency of the membrane and the amount of 
deliverable power are important considerations. Selectivity is important for separating ions and 
converting the Gibbs free energy from a concentration gradient into useable electricity. 
Selectivity will be affected by the type of ions present and the presence of transport phenomena 
such as electroosmotic flow. The role of different monovalent cations with different mobilities is 
investigated for impacts on the selective ion transport in quartz nanopipettes. Our previous study 
using quartz nanopipettes in asymmetric concentrations emphasized the characterization of the 
maximum power available in a device by using the cross point and the cross point current instead 
of the short circuit current and open circuit potential. The study also used current clamping at 0 
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A to measure the diffusive potential which is affected by the surface charge and therefore acts as 
a measure of selectivity. The impact of electroosmotic flow in asymmetric concentrations is  
investigated in this chapter. Measuring selectivity of cations in experiments also allows for 
determination of any surface interaction effects for different ions.    
 
 Methods 
Quartz capillaries (O.D.: 1.0 mm, I.D.: 0.7 mm) are used to make nanopipettes by laser 
heating pulling (P-2000 Sutter).  Larger and smaller radius nanopipettes were fabricated using 
two sets of pulling settings. One a double pulling procedure for larger nanopipettes: 1. heat: 750, 
filament: 4, velocity: 55, del:180, pull:80. 2. heat: 700, filament: 4, velocity: 60, del: 150, 
pull:150 or 200. Another for the smaller: 700, filament: 4, velocity: 60, del: 150, pull: 120. The 
nanopipettes were loaded with acetonitrile first then water and followed by an electrolyte 
chloride solution. Measurements of clamped current and conductivity measurements were 
carried out using a A Gamry Reference 600 (Gamry Co.). In conductivity measurements the fist 
scan is excluded and the later scans are compared for consistency. 
5.2.1 Finite Element Modelling 
Finite element modelling was done using COMSOL Multiphysics (v 4.3) with the 
Nernst-Planck (equation 1), Poisson (equation 2) and Navier-Stokes (equation 3) equations as 
governing equations: 
𝐽𝑖 = −𝐷𝑖 𝛻𝑐𝑖 −
𝑧𝑖 𝐹
𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑖 
𝑐𝑖 𝛻ɸ + 𝑐𝑖u                    (1) 
 
𝑱𝒊 is the flux of an individual ion; 𝐷𝑖 is the diffusivity of the ion; 𝑐𝑖 is the concentration of the 
ion; 𝑧𝑖 is the charge of the ion; 𝐹 is Faraday’s constant; 𝑅 is the gas constant; 𝑇 is the 
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temperature; ɸ is the electric potential and 𝐮 is the fluid velocity. The Nernst-Planck equation 
governs ion fluxes and currents.  
 
𝛻2 (𝜀0𝜀𝑟ɸ) = −𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖                                  (2) 
 
𝜀0 is the  permittivity of free space and 𝜀𝑟 relativative permittivity of the solvent. The Poisson 
equation determines ion distribution due to the applied bias and surface charge fields. When 
coupled together the Poisson and Nernst-Planck equations (PNP) describe the transport due to 
migration and diffusion as influenced by the applied and surface fields. Convection is neglected.   
 
𝐮𝛻𝐮 =
1
𝜌
 (−𝛻𝑝 + 𝜂𝛻2 𝐮 − (𝐹 ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑐𝑖) 𝛻ɸ  (3) 
 
 
𝛻 • 𝐮 = 0                                                                (4) 
 
𝜌 is the density of the solvent and 𝑝 is the pressure. The Navier-Stokes equation in combination 
with the continuity equation means the fluid is incompressible (density is constant in the fluid). 
In combination with the PNP model (PNP-NS) and with an applied potential the flow is the 
electroosmotic flow. 
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 Modelling the transport dynamics with asymmetric concentrations across 
nanopipettes 
5.3.1 Experimental Measurements 
 
Figure 47. Experimental conductivity for a nanopipette. (A) Symmetric measurements in 
different salts of 50 mM: KCl (black), LiCl (red), TEA+ Cl- (cyan) and TBA+ Cl-. (B) 
Asymmetric measurements in LiCl. Ctip is the solution loaded inside the nanopipette and Cbulk is 
the solution outside. Ctip=50 mM with various Cbulk concentrations between 1 mM and 50 mM. 
Scan rate 100 mV/s. Radius of the nanopipette was ca. 60 nm.   
 
Figure 47 illustrates experimental and simulation conductivity in various electrolyte and salt 
conditions. Panel A illustrates conductivity measurements with different electrolyte ions  
KCl, LiCl, TEACl (tetraethyl chloride) and TBACl (tetrabutyl ammonium chloride). The 
responses both demonstrate steady state ion current rectification and transport hysteresis 
features in different salts and salinity gradients. Since cation is the dominant charge carrier  
at both high and low conductivity states the difference in current between the salts can be 
attributed to the different mobility of the cations. At high conductivity the current follows 
the relationship expected from the mobility of the cations with K>Li>TEA>TBA. At low 
conductivity states the relationship is not as clear and this may be because of the lower 
current values at low conductivity. Panel B illustrates asymmetric concentration 
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measurements in LiCl for the same tip concentration (50 mM) with various bulk 
concentration values in  decreasing order from 50 mM. The inset demonstrates that the as 
the bulk concentration is decreased from the symmetric measurement (50:50 mM red) the 
cross point shifts further to the right. From our previous study60 the cross point potential in 
asymmetric measurements represents the balance of the surface field in the transport 
direction and diffusional/redox component which is balanced by the applied field in the 
transport direction. Hence increasing the concentration gradient increases this diffusional 
potential and causes the cross point in asymmetric conditions to shift further to the right. 
5.3.2 Simulation Measurements 
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Figure 48. Simulated asymmetric conductivity measurements of KCl. (A) Ctip  of 1 mM 
with various Cbulk between 1 to 50 mM. (B) Ctip  of 10 mM with  Cbulk 10 mM (black), 20 mM 
(green) and 50 mM (red). (C) Ctip  of 10 mM with various Cbulk between 1 to 10 mM. Scan rate 
100 V/s. 20 nm radius nanopore. SCD gradient -70 mC/m2. PNP model for all measurements. 
 
 
It is difficult to perform experiments under salinity gradient because diffusion occurs 
immediately after the solutions come in contact. The process can gradually change the 
concentration/gradient which can be a concern for the interior solution. To avoid such 
concerns and to confirm the proposed mechanism, figure 48 illustrates simulated 
conductivity measurements. Panel A illustrates Ctip of 1 mM with symmetric and various 
higher Cbulk concentrations. As the concentration increases the gaps at high conductivity 
increase which is consistent with our previous study60. Panel B illustrates the case where the 
tip concentration is kept constant while the bulk value is increased  higher. The cross point 
would be expected to shift to the left as illustrated. Panel C demonstrates the case where the 
tip ionic strength is kept constant (same as B) and the bulk ionic strength is  lower . The 
cross point is expected to move to the right in the simulated measurement since the 
diffusional direction would be the same as that for the experimental measurement in figure 
47 panel B. These simulated measurements are in agreement  with experimental results  and 
validate the model, which allows us to elucidate the cation roles in the dynamic transport 
inaccessible in experiments..  The insights from the asymmetric concentration modeling 
could be used to establish important parameters in energy conversion and desalination such 
as thermodynamic efficiency, power delivery and selectivity. 
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 Modelling Cation Transference Number From Asymmetric Concentration  
 
Figure 49. Experimental Vrev of Ctip 50 mM and various Cbulk between 1 mM and 2.5 
mM. The radius of the nanopipette was 60 nm. 
 
Figure 49 shows Vrev for various asymmetric concentration measurements. Vrev is measured by 
using curret clamping at 0 V. The Vrev measures the potential that balances diffusive potential, 
redox potential and the surface electric field in the transport direction. When the concentration is 
asymmetric across the opening of the nanopipette Vrev contains both a diffusive component and a 
redox component from the concentration gradient. Vrev is defined as:   
 
 
 
Vdiff is the diffusion potential from a concentration gradient, Vredox is the redox potential 
from the two Ag/AgCl electrodes in different   concentrations , R is the gas constant, t+ is the 
𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 + 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑥 = (𝑡+ − 𝑡−)
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln
𝐶𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
+
𝑅𝑇
𝐹
ln
𝐶𝑡𝑖𝑝
𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
= 2𝑡+𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑥 
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transference number of the cation, t- is the transference number of the anion and T is the 
temperature. A linear correlation is expected from a plot of Vrev vs Vredox and the slope would 
give the transference number. This will allow direct characterization of the selectivity of various 
individual nano-aperture devices and the influence of cation on the selectivity of the device.  
 
 
 
5.4.1 Experimental determination of the transference number 
 
Figure 50. Cation transference number analysis for experiments. Panels (A) and (B) 
illustrates fitting Vrev vs Vredox to obtain experimental transference from nanopipettes. Panels (C) 
and (D) illustrate experimental transference number (red) plotted with calculated bulk 
(volumetric) transference numbers. The radius of the nanopipette was ~ 60 nm nanopipettes.  
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Figure 50 illustrates transference number analysis for experiments. Transference number is 
an important parameter as it represents the selectivity of the membranes used in desalination 
and energy conversion. It is well known in the literature that there is a tradeoff between 
selectivity and power. For example higher salinity gradients generally give a greater power 
output but the increased concentration gradient can also lead to a loss of selectivity reducing 
the energy efficiency. Panels A and B illustrate linear fitting of Vrev vs Vredox for different 
cations which are consistent with the expected correlation. Panels C and D illustrate 
experimental transference numbers for different ions obtained from quartz nanopipettes. The 
red bars illustrate the experimental measurements while the black bars indicate the bulk 
transference numbers expected for the cations of the chloride salts from literature. The 
experimental transference numbers are higher due to the negative charge of quartz 
originating from the deprotonation of silanol groups. This negative charge attracts counter 
ions (cations) and excludes co-ions (anions). So in a quartz nanopipette it would be expected 
that cations would have higher transference numbers compared to bulk values. Also the 
transference numbers for experiment follows a similar trend as those for bulk transference 
number values. As the mobility of the ion decreases the transference number decreases for 
both experimental and bulk values. These results suggest that this method can be used to 
characterize the selectivity of different ions in nano-aperture devices for  optimization 
toward better applications, i.e. desalination. It also suggests that this method could be used 
to determine non-ideal surface interactions between ions and the substrate.  
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5.4.2 Simulation determined transference number 
 
. 
 
Figure 51 Panel A indicates diffusional potential values calculated by subtracting the asymmetric 
cross point from the symmetric cross point for various tip concentrations in simulation 
conditions for KCl. The dashed line indicates the values where the device would demonstrate 
total selectivity for cation.  At lower Vredox (concentration gradient) the different asymmetric 
measurements are similar to each other and approach the ideal cation selectivity. At higher 
concentration gradients the curves depart from the ideal cation selective curve. The slope from 
the linear fit for a given ionic strength gives the cation transference number and are plotted in 
panel B vs concentration. A lower slope  indicates a lower transference number for the cation. At 
higher ionic strength it can be seen that the 50 mM transference number is  lower than the 10 
mM. Overall the trend is that as the ionic strength decreases the selectivity of the device 
increases. This is consistent with other studies which have demonstrated selectivity 
improvements at lower ionic strength. EOF has not been considered in this analysis. 
Figure 51. Simulated transference number analysis. Panel A illustrates the calculated 
potential across the simulation membrane obtained by subtracting the cross point at 
asymmetric conditions from the cross point in symmetric conditions vs the redox potential for 
different tip concentrations. Panel B illustrates the transference number obtained from linear 
fit of the data in (A). Data analyzed from conductivity measurements in figure 48. 
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 Electroosmotic flow in asymmetric concentration conditions 
5.5.1 Experimental Measurements 
 
 
Figure 52. Experimental asymmetric concentration measurements in a nanopipette with 
Ctip =25 mM and Cbulk = 1 mM (magenta) , 25 mM (blue) and 100 mM (red). Radius ~ 140 nm. 
Double pulled 155. 
 
Figure 52 illustrates asymmetric concentration measurements in a larger nanopipette (double 
pulled) as those from chapters 3 and 4.  Results from larger nanopipettes are selected to 
better illustrate the EOF impacts. (see Michael Bowen’s thesis from Gangli Wang’s Lab). 
The cross point shifts to the right as can be seen from the Cbulk 1 mM measurement. 
Asymmetric concentration measurements is shown to  generate   electroosmotic flow . The 
inset showing Cbulk 1 mM has some of the characteristic features typical of EOF at high 
conductivity. The gap is smaller at high conductivity compared to low conductivity. The 
curve also has a characteristic ‘ratchet’ shape which is indicative of the presence of flow. As 
the concentration is increases the size of the gap at high conductivity relative to the gap at 
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low conductivity increases and the curve shifts from the ratchet shape to the more parabolic 
shape at high conductivity, suggesting a decrease in EOF contribution. 
 
Figure 53. Experimental Gdiff analysis of the forward scan of the conductivity measurements in 
figure 50. Constant Ctip= 25 mM and Cbulk=  (A)  1 mM (blue) , (B) 10 mM (green) and (C) 25 
mM (red).  Data from the conductivity measurements in figure 52. 
 
Figure 53 illustrates Gdiff  for a constant Ctip= 25 mM while varying Cbulk to lower 
concentrations. At 1 mM the response shows the typical double humped response observed for 
larger pores in chapters  3 and 4 indicating EOF contribution. As the concentration is increased 
the Gdiff analysis demonstrates the response expected for a no flow response although this 
transition is gradual as can be seen from the response in 10 mM. These results indicate that at the 
higher concentration gradient with the Cbulk lower than Ctip a flow type profile is induced. This 
flow could originate from either osmotic flow or from the EOF. It is difficult to differentiate 
between the two since osmotic flow, though it originates from a concentration gradient, would 
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tend to drive charge selective transport ( as does EOF)  because of excess cations near to surface 
charge. Therefore the double humped flow profile in panel A could originate from osmotic flow 
or a combination of EF and osmotic flow.   
 
 
Figure 54. EOF impact factor and conductance suppression gap for data in figure 50. (A) 
and (B) Cbulk= 1 mM. (C) and (D) Cbulk= 10 Mm. (E) and (F) Cbulk= 25 mM. Data from the 
conductivity measurements in figure 52. 
 
Figure 54 illustrates potential dependent EOF impact factor and conductance suppression 
gap. of the data in figure 52. As described for the Gdiff analysis in figure 53 Cbulk= 1 mM shows 
the typical profile expected for electroosmotic flow although osmotic flow is a possibility. In 
particular the peak centered ~0.45 V is the characteristic that is used to quantify the extent (k1-
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k2/k1) and the amount (k1-k2*V) of EOF present in a given system. As before Cbulk= 10 mM and 
Cbulk= 25 mM have responses approaching the no flow case. 
 
 
 
5.5.2 Simulated EOF in asymmetric concentration 
5.5.2.1 Optimizing selective net pumping of counter-ion 
 
Figure 55. Simulated conductivity of constant Ctip = 1mM  for PNP (olive) and PNP-NS 
(magenta). (A) Cbulk= 0.5 mM .(B) Cbulk= 1 Mm. (C) Cbulk= 50 mM. 20 nm radius nanopore. SCD 
gradient -70 mC/m2 (τ=1.5 μm). The radius of the simulation structure is 20 nm. 
 
 
Figure 56 illustrates simulations with PNP and PNP-NS at different Cbulk. The simulations here 
are for a 20 nm nanopore so may not fully capture the results presented in figure 52. For 0.5 mM 
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and 1 mM a ratchet shape with lower relative hysteresis charge can be observed for the PNP-NS 
model. When the concentration gets to 50 mM the PNP-NS shows a dramatic increase in the gap 
size. A similar increase in gap size is observed for the PNP model but the effect is much more 
dramatic in the PNP-NS case.  The larger gap size suggests the charge has been significantly 
enhanced at HC state. 
5.5.3 Influence of Asymmetric Concentration on differential conductance 
 
Figure 56. Simulated charge analysis for Ctip= 1 mM and Cbulk= 0.5 mM , 1 mM  and 50 
mM . (A) Total charge (olive) with potassium ion (wine) and chloride ion (orange) contribution 
for the PNP model. (B) Total charge (magenta) with potassium ion (wine) and chloride ion 
(orange) contribution for the PNP-NS model. Data was calculated from the conductivity 
measurements in figure 55 and the associated potassium and chloride ion conductivity 
measurements. The radius of the structure was 20 nm. 
 
The hysteresis charges  for various Cbulk concentrations for the PNP and PNP-NS models 
offer an explanation for the results in figure 56. At HC states in the PNP model the potassium ion 
and the chloride ion both contribute to the total hysteresis charges whether asymmetric or 
symmetric concentration. As concentration increases the total hysteresis charges increase and the 
hysteresis charges for the individual ions increase. At HC in the PNP-NS model the chloride ion 
has negative hysteresis charge values while potassium ion has positive hysteresis charge values. 
The negative hysteresis charge values, i.e. repelling for the chloride ions are a result of the 
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charge selective nature of the EOF. The total potassium chloride charges are enhanced while 
those of the chloride ions are suppressed.  At HC for 0.5 mM the total hysteresis charge for the 
PNP-NS model is lower than the PNP model but the hysteresis charge contribution from 
potassium ion is higher in the PNP-NS model. The same trend is observed at 1 mM (symmetric 
setup). At 50 mM there is a dramatic shift from the underlying trend of lower charge in the PNP-
NS model. At 50 mM the total hysteresis charge is much larger in the PNP-NS model compared 
to the PNP but interestingly the selectivity for the potassium ion hysteresis charges and 
enhancement of that charge is maintained. This has potentially significant implications for 
applications such as water desalination. It suggests there may be a concentration gradient where 
the net pumping of charges is optimized for selective charge pumping and also increases the total 
amount of charges pumped. At LC the hysteresis  charges in the PNP increases with 
concentration and chloride depletion is slightly favored. The same trend holds for the PNP-NS 
model but the potassium ions dominates the depleted hysteresis charges at low conductivity. 
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Figure 57.Simulated Gdiff analysis for forward and backward scans at HC Ctip= 1 mM and 
Cbulk= 0.5 mM (red) , 1 mM (green)  and 50 mM (blue) . (A) Forward scan PNP. (B) Forward 
scan PNP-NS. (C) Backward scan PNP. (D) Backward scan PNP-NS. Data was calculated from 
the conductivity measurements in figure 55 and the associated potassium and chloride ion 
conductivity measurements. The radius of the structure was 20 nm. 
 
The effect of EOF in asymmetric systems on the Gdiff is illustrated in figure 57. In panel 
A the differential conductance is higher for higher Cbulk concentrations because of the overall 
increase in the conductivity as concentration increases. As concentration increases the shape of 
from a ‘leveling off’ type behavior at 0.5 mM and 1 mM  to a more ‘linear’ type increase. 
Leveling off means the inflection point results in a lower slope at higher potentials compared to 
lower potentials. This is the case for 0.5 mM and 1 mM .Linear type means the inflection point is 
not present as in the 50 mM measurement. Similar effects are observed for the PNP-NS model in 
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panel B. At the lower concentrations of 0.5 mM and 1 mM the characteristic ‘leveling’ off 
behavior is observed when EOF is present. But at 50 mM a linear increase is observed over a 
much wider range than the lower concentrations. In fact the differential conductance is higher for 
the PNP-NS case over the entire potential range. Only at ~0.7 V does the characteristic leveling 
off behavior when flow is present start to appear and even at that point the differential 
conductance is higher than the PNP model. Outside the small opening of the nanopore there is a 
depletion zone. In symmetric systems this concentration is below the bulk. This is what causes 
the leveling off behavior observed in symmetric systems and systems with asymmetric 
concentration lower outside. If the concentration is higher outside the depletion zone is higher in 
concentration than the bulk solution in the pipette. This leads to the linear type increase. Panels C 
and D show the backward scans for the PNP and PNP-NS models respectively. It is more 
difficult to interpret the backward scans because of the end potential effects but a comparison of 
both models suggests that the maxima in the backward scan shifts to less positive potentials 
compared to the PNP model. The interaction of flow and the concentration polarization process 
interact to determine the position of the peak. The particular functional form of the flow and the 
concentration polarization process will determine the exact outcome of this interplay as 
explained in earlier chapters.  
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5.5.3.1 Cation selectivity in asymmetric concentration 
 
Figure 58. Simulated  Gdiff analysis for total , potassium ion (wine) and chloride ion 
(orange) for forward scan at HC Ctip= 1 mM.Cbulk= 50 mM  for (A) PNP (olive) and (B) PNP-NS 
(magenta). Cbulk= 0.5 mM for (C) PNP and (D) PNP-NS. Data was calculated from the 
conductivity measurements in figure 55 and the associated potassium and chloride ion 
conductivity measurements. The radius of the structure was 20 nm.  
 
Figure 58 illustrates the forward scans for Cbulk = 0.5 mM and 50 mM with potassium ion 
and chloride ion contributions. Panels A and C show 50 mM and 0.5 mM respectively for the 
PNP model. At the higher concentration both chloride and potassium contribute to the 
differential conductance with a consistently lower contribution from the chloride ion but in the 
PNP model the differential conductance for both ions show similar trends at different potentials 
for both ions. Similar results are observed in 0.5 mM but the gap between the potassium and 
chloride ions in terms of the differential conductance is larger. This probably reflects the increase 
in selectivity at the lower ionic strength. Comparing both concentrations in the PNP model to the 
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PNP-NS models in panels B and D the contributions increase significantly from potassium ion 
and diminished substantially for the chloride ion toward higher potentials. This confirms the 
charge selective effect of the EOF as proposed earlier. At lower concentrations the gap is greater 
for 0.5 mM again because of the increase in charge selectivity for the lower ionic strength. 
 
 
Figure 59. Simulated transference number for constant Ctip= 1 mM and Cbulk= 0.5 mM 
(red) , 1 mM (green)  and 50 mM (blue). (A) PNP. (B) PNP-NS. Data was calculated from the 
conductivity measurements in figure 55 and the associated potassium and chloride ion 
conductivity measurements. The radius of the structure was 20 nm. 
 
Figure 59 panels A and B illustrate cation transference number calculated over the entire 
potential range. At high conductivity the transference number is consistent with the trends 
discussed from figure 58. At HC the transference number is higher for the PNP-NS model in 
all conditions. The trends with respect to potential are also the same. For the PNP-NS at 
decrease in the cation transference number at ~0.5 V is at the same position as Cl- Gdiff 
analysis in figure 58 panel B. For both models there is a dramatic decrease in selectivity at 
low conductivity for the 50 mM concentration due to the stronger screening effect. The 
explanations for the forward and backward scan transference numbers are laid out in chapter 
4. Briefly, a balance between concentration polarization and the applied potential affects the 
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transference number. For potentials where the transference number is greater than 1 the 
screening effect in combination with the lower applied potential restricts transport of anion 
for forward scan at low conductivity.  
 
 Conclusion 
The dependence of cation selectivity on the mobility of the cation is established with 
larger mobility resulting in a higher selectivity. This could be used to identify any surface 
interactions betwwen ions and the substrate. The dynamic transport in asymmetric concentration 
is modelled using finite element simulation and the experimental results are successfully 
modeled semi-quantitatively. The role of diffusion and the surface electric field are separated and 
used to successfully model the selectivity of the ions in different Cbulk. The emergence of EOF 
signatures when the Ctip >Cbulk is demonstrated using quartz nanopipettes. This effect of EOF in 
asymmetric systems is successfully modeled. It is shown that EOF can increase selectivity and 
the hysteresis charges which suggest exciting potential in optimizing water desalination.  
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 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
One of the main take away from the entirety of the work contained in this document is 
that the ion transport dynamics in nano-apertures can be modeled with a high degree of success 
in the continuum regime using FEM modeling of experimental work published by our group. 
The FEM has allowed us to understand the physical mechanisms that affect conductivity 
measurements which are inaccessible in real experiments.  The concentration polarization 
involves the redistribution of ions in nano-apertures. This process is quantified using the 
hysteresis charges obtained in frequency dependent conductivity measurements. The contribution 
of cation and anion to the hysteresis charges can be tailored by adjusting the stimulus frequency. 
This is one of the mechanisms only elucidated through FEM modeling. This will have significant 
implications for separation processes such as desalination. EOF has been quantified and detected 
under symmetric electrolyte conditions with only the potential as the driving force. The addition 
of EOF to the frequency dependent conductivity measurements allowed the elucidation of the 
role of EOF which would previously have gone undetected. This could be important for 
detection technologies using the Coulter counter concept. EOF causes signatures in the 
conductivity measurements because of the interplay between EOF and the concentration 
polarization process. Negative differential resistance can be generated at low conductivity with 
the anion being the driver of this phenomenom. This could have significant implications for 
separation sciences.  Quartz nanopipette responses are successfully modeled using FEM under 
asymmetric conditions. The analysis could be used to explore the interaction between ions and 
the surfaces of nanostructures- an important area relevant to supercapacitors. With the addition 
of EOF to the asymmetric concentration modeling, optimization of energy efficiency from 
renewable sources such as ‘Blue Energy’ can be accomplished. All of these mechanisms would 
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not have been elucidated without the use of finite element modelling in combination with the 
experimental results.   
The capability to use our excellent modeling to predict responses for a range of device 
structures and conditions would be useful for designing ion exchange membranes for 
desalination and energy conversion or electrodes used in supercapacitors for enhancing charge 
storage and power delivery. It requires first building a model which reproduces the outcome of 
simpler structures such as single cones. This is what we have done. Simulations of more complex 
and representative nanostructures, such as a double cone structure and the dynamic transport 
with and without EOF are of interest since membranes, which are widely used in desalination 
and energy conversion, are amorphous or combinations of nano-apertures which are likely 
multiple segments of cone or asymmetric geometry. The idea of pumping ions for desalination or 
separation in nano-apertures65,73 will rely on a periodic input stimulus and understanding the 
cation and anion dynamic transport will require modeling the behaviors which are inaccessible 
through current experimental methods. The accuracy of the model in optimizing this ion 
pumping process will depend on identifying how significant flow effects are in these nano-
apertures.   
A key issue in the general field of nanofluidics is the variability of nano-aperture 
response even for devices made from the same material and same or comparable nano-geometry. 
This heterogeneity is a result of the significant impact of surface effects at the nanoscale where 
local surface charges and distributions are inherently heterogeneous. For example our previous 
study has demonstrated that the magnitude of the surface charge density and the surface charge 
distribution have different effects on high conductivity and low conductivity states of the 
rectified response.79 Significant surface impacts but unavailable characterizations to describe the 
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surface parameters are of great concerns for quantitative applications. A notable example is 
stochastic single molecule/entity sensing in which the detection signals rely on the quantitative 
correlations to the disturbance of the transport processes. While a combination of various 
characterization techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) could reveal detailed 
nanostructures, in-situ surface charge characterizations remain a daunting challenge, the 
approaches to combine experiments with modeling allow us to fully characterize and predict the 
response of these devices in a range of conditions that could be generalized for other related 
nanochannel systems and corresponding applications. Through this approach single entity 
sensing could be developed for practical applications. 
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